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The presence or absence of a fixed point in respect of a mapping is an intrinsic 
property of the mapping. However, many necessary or sufficient conditions for the 
existence of fixed points involve a mixture of algebraic, order theoretic or topological 
properties of the mapping or its domain. The term metric fixed point theory refers 
to those fixed point theoretic results wherein geometric conditions on the underlying 
space or on the domain of the mappings play a crucial role. The fixed point theory 
has so many applications in various fields within as well as outside the Mathematics 
namely: Approximation theory, Successive approximation. Integral equations. Game 
theory, Optimal control. Optimization, Economics and several others. 
The origin of the fixed point theory which dates to the later part of nineteenth 
century heavily rests on use of successive approximations to establish the existence 
and uniqueness of solutions, particularly to differential equations. This method is 
associated with many big names which include Cauchy, Liouville, Lipschitz, Peano, 
Fredholm and above all Picard. In Fact the precursors of a fixed point theoretic 
approach are explicite in the work of Picard. However, it is the Polish mathematician 
Stefann Banach who is credited for placing the underlying ideas into an abstract 
frame of work suitable for broad apphcations well beyond the scope of elementary 
differential and integral equations. The fixed point theory of nonexpansive mappings 
gained new impetus largely as a result of the pioneering work of Felix Browder 
in the mid nineteen sixties and the evolution of nonlinear functional analysis as 
an active and vital branch of mathematics. Pivotal in this development were the 
1965 existence theorems of Browder, Gohde and Kirk and the early metric result of 
Edelstein. 
Due to availability of rich geometric aspects of Banach space theory, a rich and 
natural fixed point theory for nonexpansive mappings in such spaces was developed 
and by now the existing literature is so vast that it is not possible to collect all 
those results in a single document. In this dissertation, we attempt to collect some 
basic and natural metric fixed point theoretic results. This dissertation consists of 
four chapters. Each chapter is divided into various sections, wherein number hke 
2.4.3 indicates subsection 3 of Section 4 of the Chapter 2. The numbers in brackets 
refer to the references listed in the bibliography. Each chapter begins with brief 
introduction to its contents. 
As usual, Chapter 1 of the dissertation is devoted to the background material 
wherein we collect the basic results on lower semicontinuity besides properties of 
some special type of multivalued maps followed by some basic fixed point theorems. 
Concretely, Section 1.2 deals with the basic definitions and results of weak topology 
whereas Section 1.3 deals with relevant aspects of multi-valued mappings. In the 
remaining sections, we present some core results of duality mapping, metric projec-
tion and retraction. We conclude the chapter with the incorporation of some basic 
fixed point theorems for single as well as multi-valued mappings. 
Chapter 2 deals with geometric properties of Banach spaces wherein Sections 2.2 
to 2.3 contain the results of convexity and uniform convexity and their modulii. In 
the remaining sections, the relevant results regarding normal structure, asymptotic 
radius, asymptotic center and Opial's condition are given. 
Chapter 3 is broadly devoted to some core fixed point theorems for differ-
ent types of mappings. In Section 3.2, we present several results on demiclosed 
nonexpansive mappings besides some fixed point theorems for single valued non-
expansive mappings. Section 3.3 is devoted to fixed point theorems for multival-
ued mappings whereas, in Section 3.4, we present some fixed point theorems for 
asymptotically nonexpansive mappings. These results are essentially taken from 
[2, 15, 16, 36, 51, 53, 47, 30, 89] and others. 
In Chapter 4, we present some results on the convergence of approximants 
of mappings. In Section 4.2, some strong convergence theorems for nonexpansive 
self mappings are presented while Section 4.3 contains selected results on nonself 
nonexpansive mappings. 
In the end, a bibliography is given which by no means is an exhaustive one but 
lists only those books and papers which have been referred to in this exposition. 
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Fixed point theory is a rich, interesting and highly apphed branch of mathemat-
ics. The basic fixed point theorems are being used very effectively in the existence 
theories of differential equations, integral equations, functional equations, partial 
difi'erential equations, random differential equations and other related areas. The 
fixed point theory has so many applications in eigenvalue problems, approximation 
theory, game theory optimal control, variational inequalities and in optimization 
problems. Fixed point theorems are frequently used in applied mathematics, engi-
neering, economics and operation research. 
As usual, the purpose of this chapter is to provide the terminology, basic con-
cepts and core results of metric fixed point theory used throughout this dissertation. 
By a fixed point theorem, we mean a statement which asserts that under what con-
ditions a mapping T defined on a set X admits one or more point x of X such 
that Tx = X. Indeed, the most natural and significant result of fixed point theory 
was given by the Polish mathematician Stefan Banach in 1922 which is popularly 
referred as classical Banach Contraction Principle. 
The fixed point theory was initiated by Brouwer [14] wherein he proved his 
pioneer theorem (to be stated later) which laid the foundation of Topological Fixed 
Point Theory. The fixed point theory for nonexpansive mappings defined on Banach 
spaces was simultaneously proved by Browder [15] and Kirk [51]. They indepen-
dently proved that a nonexpansive mapping defined on a bounded closed convex 
subset of a uniformly convex Banach space has a fixed point. 
For concepts, examples and remarks presented in the this chapter, we have con-
sulted several monographs and articles cited in the references which include Khamsi 
and Kirk [47], Kirk and Sims [53], Takahashi [82], and others. For a comprehen-
sive study of fixed point theory and related results the monographs and books by 
Agarwal et al. [1], Aksoy and Khamsi [2], Dugundgi and Granas [31], Goebel and 
kirk [36], Kothe [55] and Singer [78] are of especial recommendation. The general 
concepts in Metric, Banach and Hilbert spaces are collected from the Classical books 
which include Bachman and Narici [6], Kreyszig [57] and E. Zeidler [94]. We begin 
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our discussion with weak and weak* topology in the next section. 
1.2, Weak Topology and Weak* Topology 
The concept of weak topology plays a crucial role in the existence of fixed point 
as well as in the convergence of approximant of a nonlinear mappings. Most of the 
results are taken from the monographs of Goebel and Kirk [36] and Khamsi and 
Kirk [47]. Let X* be the dual of a Banach space X. The weak topology on X is 
generated by the bounded hnear functionals on X. A subset G of X is open in the 
weak topology on X if and only if for every x e G, there are bounded functionals 
/ij /2, •••, /TI and positive real numbers ei, 62,..., e„ such that 
{yeX: |/,(x) - fi{y)\ < e„z = 1,2, ...,n} C G. 
Hence a subbase a for the weak topology on X generated by a base of neighborhoods 
of xo G X is given by the following sets: 
y{fi,f2,--Jn •.e)=^{xeX: \(x-xo,fi)\ < e,for every i = l ,2, . . . ,n}. 
The following facts are worth noting in respect of the weak topology; 
(i) The weak topology is not metrizable if X is infinite-dimensional. 
(ii) The weak topology of normed space is a Hausdroff topology. 
We now enlist some core definitions on convergence, closedness, completeness, 
and compactness in respect of weak topology. 
Definition 1.2.1. Let X be a normed space and X* be its dual space. Then we 
have the following: 
(i) Weakly convergent:- A sequence {xn} in a normed space X is weakly con-
vergent to x € X if f{xn) -)• f{x) for ah / G X*. 
(ii) Weakly closed:- A subset C of a Banach space X is said to be weakly closed 
if it is closed in the weak topology. 
(iii) Weak Cauchy sequence:- A sequence {x„} in normed space X is said to be 
a weak Cauchy if for each / e X*, {/(x^)} is a Cauchy sequence in K. 
(iv) Weakly complete:- A normed space X is said to be weakly complete if every 
weak Cauchy sequence in X converges weakly to some element in X. 
(v) Weakly compact:- A subset C of normed space X is compact if C is compact 
in the weak topology. 
(vi) Schur property:- A Banach space is said to satisfy Schur property if there 
exist weakly convergent sequences that are norm convergent. 
Now, we recall some basic results on the properties of weakly convergent se-
quences in normed spaces: 
Theorem 1.2.2. The weak hmit of a sequence in a Banach space is unique. That 
is, let {xn} be a sequence in a Banach space X such that Xn -^ x and x„ ^ y. Then 
x = y. 
Theorem 1.2.3. In a Banach space strong convergence imply weak convergence. 
That is, if {xn} is a sequence in a Banach space X such that x„ —>• x. Then Xn -^ x. 
The converse of the above theorem is not true in general as substantiated by 
the following example: 
Example 1.2.4. Let X — I2 and {x„} be sequence in X such that 
x„ = (0,0,...,l,0,...), n^N, 
where 1 is at the n^'^ position. For any y = (yi,?;2, •• •,!/«, •••) G X* = I2, we have 
{xn,y) = y„ -^ 0 as n - ^ 0 0 . 
Hence x„ ^^ 0 as n —)• 00. However, {xn} does not converge strongly because 
llx l^l = 1 for all n G A''. Therefore, a weakly convergent sequence need not be 
(strongly) convergent. But partial converse of the theorem is true which runs as 
follows: 
Theorem 1.2.5. Let X be a finite dimensional normed space. Then strong con-
vergence is equivalent to weak convergence. 
Theorem 1.2.6. Every reflexive normed space is weakly complete. 
We have seen that if r is the norm topology of a normed space X, then the 
weak topology a{X,X*) is a subset of the original norm topology r. Let r* be the 
norm topology of X* generated by the norm of X*. Then there exists a topology 
denoted by a{X*,X) on X* such that a{X*,X) C r*. The topology a{X*,X) is 
called weak* topology onX*. We now study some basic properties of the weak 
topology and weak* topology. 
Theorem 1.2.7. Let X be a normed space and {/„} be a sequence in X*. Then 
we have the following: 
(i) {/„} converges strongly to / in the norm topology on X* if 
l|/n-/|i.-^0. 
(ii) {/n} converges to / in the weak topology on X* if 
( / n - / , ^ > ^ O f o r a l l ^ G X * * . 
(iii) {/„} converges to / in weak * topology on X* if 
(a^ , fn- f) -^0 for all x e X. 
Theorem 1.2.8. Let {.x„} be a sequence in a Banach space X. Then we have the 
following: 
(i) Xn ^ X implies {xn} is bounded and ||2;|| < liminf ||a;n||-
n—^oo 
(ii) Xn -^ X and /„ -> / in X* imply fn{xn) -> f{x) in R. 
(iii) Xn ^ X ^ X and {a„} a sequence of real such that a„ ^ a imply {a„x^ —)• 
ax}. 
Theorem 1.2.9. Let C be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X and {x„} be a 
sequence in C such that Xn -^ x e X. Then x G cd{C), where co(C) is the convex 
hull of C. 
The weak topology is weaker than the norm topology, and hence every weak 
closed set is norm closed. The following result shows that the converse is also true 
for convex sets. 
Theorem 1.2.10. Let C be a convex subset of a normed space X. Then C is 
weakly closed if and only if C is closed. 
Theorem 1.2.11. Let C be a weakly compact subset of a Banach space X. Then 
we have the following: 
(i) cd{C) is also weakly compact and 
(ii) C is bounded. 
Theorem 1.2.12(Eberlien-Smulian Theorem ). Let C be a weakly closed sub-
set of a Banach space. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) C is weakly compact. 
(ii) C is weakly sequentially compact, i.e., each sequence {x„} in C admits a 
weakly convergent subsequence. 
Theorem 1.2.13. Any closed convex subset of a weakly compact set is itself weakly 
compact. 
Now we have an important result of weak topology which characterizes the 
reflexivity of the space which is also referred as Kakutani Theorem. 
Theorem 1.2.14. Let X be a Banach space. Then X is reflexive if and only if the 
unit closed ball Bx : = { x G X : | | a ; | | < l } i s weakly compact. 
Theorem 1.2.15. Let C be subset of a reflexive Banach space X. Then 
C is weakly compact <=> C is bounded. 
We now list several properties which characterize reflexivity. 
Theorem 1.2.16. Let X be a Banach space. Then following are equivalent: 
(i) X is reflexive. 
(ii) Bx is weakly compact. 
(iii) Every bounded sequence in X in strong topology has a weakly convergent 
subsequence. 
(iv) For any f e X*, there exists x e Bx such that f{x) = \\f\\*. 
(v) X* is reflexive. 
(vi) The weak topology and weak * topology coincide, i.e., a{X*,X) = a{X*,X**). 
Finally, we conclude this section after recalling the following two basic results 
concerning reflexivity of Banach space in respect of weak* topology. 
Theorem 1.2.17.(James theorem ) A Banach space X is reflexive if and only if 
for each j G S'x*, there exists x ^ Sx such that j{x) = 1. 
Theorem 1.2.18. (Banach-Alaoglu's theorem). The unit ball Bx* (in respect 
of dual of normed space X) is compact in the weak* topology. 
1.3. Multivalued Mappings 
The most natural instance wherein set-valued maps occur is the inverse of a 
single-valued map. Kuratowski [58] realized the importance of set-valued maps 
(also referred as multivalued maps or point-to-set maps or multifunctions) and de-
voted considerable space in his famous book on topology. In this section, we focus 
our attention to the basic properties especially topological ones which also include 
metrical ones. These results are essentially taken from Takahashi [82]. 
Definition 1.3.1. Let X and Y be two nonempty sets. A set-valued map or 
multivalued map or point-to-set map or multifunction T : X -^ Y from X to F is 
a map that associates every x G X to a subset T{x) of Y. the set T{x) is called the 
image of x under T. T is called proper if there exists at least an element x E X 
such that T{x) ^ 0. In this case the set Dom(T) = {x € x : T{x) ^ 0} is called 
the domain of T. Actually, a set-valued map T is characterized by its graph. The 
graph of T is the subset of X x F and is defined by 
Graph(r) = { (x ,y) :yGT(x)} . 
Indeed, if A is a nonempty subset of the product space X xY, then the graph of a 
set valued map T is defined by 
y G T{x) if and only if (x, y) G A. 
There are two distinct ways to extend the concept of continuity to the set-valued 
map. The concept of two kinds of semicontinuity of a set-valued map was introduced 
by Bouligand [12] and Kuratowski [58]. 
Definition 1.3.2. Let X and Y be two topological spaces. Then a set-valued 
function T : X —> y is said to be upper(lower) semicontinuous if the inverse image 
of a closed(open) set is closed(open). A multivalued function is continuous if it is 
both upper and lower semicontinuous. 
Or, 
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/ is said to be lower semicontinuous (l.s.c) at x e X if 
Xn^ x=^ f{x) < liminf/(x„), 
n—>oo 
and upper semicontinuous at a; € X if 
Xn-^ x=^ f{x) > limsup/(x„). 
Example 1.3.3. Let X = K be a metric space with usual metric. Then the map 
T:X^2^ defined by 
is upper semicontinuous at zero but not lower semicontinuous at zero. 
Example 1.3.4. Let X = K be a metric space with usual metric. Then the map 
T:X^2^ defined by 
[[-1,1] if 2; 7^0 
is lower semicontinuous at zero but not upper semicontinuous at zero. 
Now, we give some important properties of lower semicontinuous function which 
is used frequently in this exposition. But before that we recall some basic definitions. 
Definition 1.3.5. Let X be linear space and T": X —> M be a function. Then 
(i) T is said to be convex function if T{Xx + (1 - A)?/) < XT{x) + (1 - X)T{y) for 
all x,y e X and Xe (0,1), 
(ii) T is said to be strictly convex function if T(Ax+(l-A)y) < XT{x) + {l-X)T{y) 
for ah x,y ^ X with x 7^  y and A G (0,1), 
(iii) T is said to proper if there exists x E. X such that T{x) < 00 and 
(iv) the set epi(r) = {{x, a) : x e X,a eR, T{x) < a] is called the epigraph of T. 
Theorem 1.3.6. Let X be a topological space and T : X —> R be a functional. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) T is lower semicontinuous. 
(ii) For a eM, the level set {x e X : T{x) < a} is closed. 
(iii) The epigraph of the function T is closed. 
Theorem 1.3.7. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of Banach space X 
and r : C ^ ' be a convex function. Then T is lower semicontinuous in the norm 
topology if and only if T is lower semicontinuous in weak topology. 
Theorem 1.3.8. Let X be a compact topological space and T : X -» M be a lower 
semicontinuous function. Then there exists an element XQ ^ X such that 
r(xo) = inf{r(2;) -.x^X}. 
Theorem 1.3.9. Let C be a weakly compact convex subset of a Banach space and 
T : C —> ]R be a proper lower semicotinuous convex function. Then there exists 
XQ G Dom(r) such that T{XQ) = mi{T{x) •.x&C}. 
Corollary 1.3.10, Let C be as in Theorem L3.9. If T is strictly convex, then there 
exists a xo G C such that T{XQ) = inf T{x). 
Now let us study the concept of Hausdorff metric for the multivalued mappings, 
which plays vital role in study of fixed points for set valued mappings. Originally 
the concepts of fixed point for multivalued mappings was introduced by Nadler [Q^], 
but due to simphcity we adopt the notion from Takahashi [82]. 
Let yl be a nonempty subset of a metric space X. For x 6 X, define 
d{x, A) = mi{d[x, y) • y e A}. 
Let CB{X) denote the set of nonempty closed bounded subset of X and K{X) 
denote the set of nonempty compact subset of X. It is clear that K{X) is included 
in CB{X). 
For A 5 e C 5 ( X ) , define 
S{A, B) = smp{d{x, B) : x e A}, 
H(A, B) = m?ix{S{A, B),6{B, A)}. 
Example 1.3.11. Let X = M, A = [1,2] and B = [2,3], then 
S(A, B) = sup d{a, b) = 1 and 5{B, A) = sup d{b, A) = 1 
Hence H{A, B) = max{(5(7l, B),6{B, A)} = 1. 
Now we have the following properties of 6 and H: 
Theorem 1.3.12. Let {X,d) be metric space. Let A,B,C E CB{X). Then we 
have the following: 
(i) 8{A,B) = 0^ACB, 
(ii) BcC^S{A,C)<6{A,B), 
(iii) 5iA UB,C) = max{S{A, C), 6{B, C)} and 
(iv) 8{A,B)<6{A,C) + 5{C,B). 
Theorem 1.3.13. Let {X,d) be a metric space. Then i7 is a metric on CB{X). 
Proof. By definition of H, we have 
H{A, B)>0 and H{A, B) = H{B, A). 
Observe that 
H{A, B) = 0^ max{S{A, B), 5{B, A)} = 0 
^6{A,B) = 0 = 5iB,A) 
^ Ac B SLXidB cA 
^A = B 
By using Theorem L3.12, we obtain 
H(A,B) = msLx{SiA,B),S(B,A)} 
< max{S{A, C) + 5{C, B), 6{B, C) + 6{C, A)} 
< max{S{A, C), 6{C, A)} + max{5(B, C), S{C, B)} 
= H{A,C) + H{C,B). 
The metric H on CB{X) is called the Hausdorff metric. It is easy to see that 
the completeness of (X, d) implies the completeness of {CB{X), H). 
1.4. Duality Mappings 
In the last section we have discussed some basic properties for multivalued 
mappings. Now, we study some especial type of multivalued mappings which will 
be used frequently in later chapters. The results are mainly taken from Cioranescu 
[22] and Diestel [27]. 
Definition 1.4.1. Let X* be the dual of a Banach space X. Then a multivalued 
mapping J : X ^ 2^* is said to be a (normalized) duality mapping if 
Jx^{f^X*:{xj) = \\xf=\\f\\l}. 
Example 1.4.2. In a Hilbert space H, the normalized duahty mapping is the 
identity, 
to see this, lei x ^ H with .x / 0. Note that H = H* and 
(x,x) = ||a;||.||x|| imply x G Jx. 
Suppose?/ e Jx, then by the definition of J, we have (x,^) = ||x||||y|| and ||x|| = ||y||, 
because 
\\x-yf = \\xf + \\yf-2{x,y), 
it follows that x — y. Therefore, Jx = {x}. 
Example 1.4.3. In the I2 space, 
Jx = (|xi| sign(x-i), I.T2I sign(x2),..., \xi\ sign(xi),...), x = (xj) G h-
Now, we give some important properties of duality mapping in Banach spaces. 
Proposition 1.4.4. Let X be a Banach space and let J : X -^ 2^* be the 
normalized duahty mapping. Then we have the following: 
(i) Dom(J) = X and J(0) = {0}, 
(ii) J is odd, i.e., J{—x) = -Jx and J is bounded, 
(iii) for each x G X, Jx is nonempty closed convex and bounded subset of X*, 
(iv) J(Ax) = \Jx for ah X G X and real A, i.e., J is homogeneous and 
(v) ||x|p - \\y\\^ > 2(x - y,j) for all x,y e X and j G Jy. 
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Theorem 1.4.5. Let X be a Banach space and J : X -^ 2^* be the normalized 
duality mapping. Then we have the following: 
(i) \\x + 7/lp > ||.T||^ + 2(^y,jx) for aU x, y G X, where jx G Jx and 
(ii) ||.x + yW^ < \\yf + 2{x,i^+y) where j^^y G J{x + y). 
Theorem 1.4,6. Let X be a Banach space and J : X —)• 2^* be a normalized 
duality mapping. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) ||x|| < ||x + ty|| for alH > 0. 
(ii) There exists j G Jx such that iy,]) > 0. 
We now consider the duality mappings that are general than the normalized 
duality mappings. 
Definition 1.4.7. A continuous strictly increasing function /^  : E+ -> E+ is said to 
be gauge function if /x(0) = 0 and lim /i(i) = oo. 
t—>oo 
Definition 1.4.8. Let X be a normed space and fj, a gauge function. Then the 
mapping J^: X -^ 2-^* defined by 
J^(x) = ii G X* : (x, j ) = llxllllill, = ^{\\x\\)],x G X 
is called the duahty mapping with gauge function JJL. 
In particular case ^{t) = t, the duahty mapping J^ = J is called the normalized 
duahty mapping. 
In the case /i(i) = t^~\ p > I, the duality mapping J^ = Jp is called the 
generahzed duality mapping and it is given as, 
Jp{x) = {j G X* : {x,j} = \\X\\\\JI, \\Jl = \\x\r'}, xeX. 
Note that if p = 2, then Jp = J2 = J is the normalized duality mapping. 
Example 1.4.9. Let x = (xi,X2,...) e Ip {I < p < 00), set 
J^,{x) = (|xi|P-^sign(xi), |x2|^"^sign(x2),...) 
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and let fi{t) = t^-^ = t^/^.where 1/p + l/q = l. Observe that 
oo oo 
i = l i = l 
Moreover, 
and 
K\\4) = \M'^' = \\U X 
Xi\P = Wxr X, J^{x)) = Y^Xi\xif ^sign(xi) = ^ 
i = l 1=1 
= W||x|r = ||xMx||) = H||j,(x)|U 
Thus, Jfj, is a duahty mapping with gauge function /i. Therefore, the generahzed 
duahty mapping Jp in Ip space is given by 
Jp{x) = (|xi|^"'^sign(xi), |x2|^"^sign(x2),...), e /p. 
One can easily see the following facts about duality mapping with gauge function /i. 
Theorem 1.4.10. Let X be a Banach space and J^ be duality mapping with gauge 
function /i. Then we have the following: 
(i) For each x e X, the set Jfiix) is convex and weakly closed in X* and 
(ii) if Jfj, is single-valued, then 
J (Ax) = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ j (a;) f o r a l l x G X and A G R. 
Km) 
There are two basic and interesting properties of the duality mapping J^ in 
reflexive Banach spaces. 
Theorem 1.4.11. Let X be a Banach space and J^ be duality mapping with the 
gauge function /i. Then X is reflexive if and only if |J Ju(x) = X*, i.e., J^ is onto. 
Theorem 1.4.12. Let X be a Banach space and J be a duality mapping with the 
gauge function [j,. Then J"^ is the duahty mapping with gauge function fi~^. 
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1.5. Metric Projections and Retractions 
Let C be a nonempty subset of a normed space X and let x G X. An element 
yo € C* is said to be a best approximation to x if 
lk-yol| = d{x,c), 
where d{x, C) = inf H ;^—?/||. The number d{x, C) is called the error in approximating 2/ec 
X by C. 
The set of all best approximations from x to C is denoted by 
Pc{x) = {yeC:\\x~y\\^d{x,C)}. 
This defines a mapping Pc from X into 2^ and is called the metric projection to 
C. The metric projection mapping is also known as the nearest point projection 
mapping, proximity mapping, and best approximation operator. 
The set C is said to be a proximinal (resp., Chebyshev) set if each x & X has 
at least (respectively, exactly) one best approximation in C. 
Observations 
(i) C is proximinal if Pc{x) / 0 for all x e X, 
(ii) C is Chebyshev if Pc{x) is singleton for each x ^ X, 
(iii) the set of best approximations is convex if C is convex and 
(iv) every proximinal subset of a Banach space is closed. 
Now we have some existence results of best approximation. 
Theorem 1.5.1. Let C be a nonempty weakly closed convex subset of a Banach 
space X and x e X. Then x has a best approximation in C, i.e., Pc{x) 7^  0-
Corollary 1.5.2. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a reflexive Banach 
space X. Then each element x ^ X has a best approximation in C. 
Observations 
(i) Every closed convex subset (7 of a reflexive Banach space X is proximinal. 
(ii) For every Chebyshev set C, we have 
\\x - Pc{x)\\ = d{x, C) for all x G X 
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Now we study some important properties of metric projection mappings. 
Theorem 1.5.3. Let C be a subset of a normed space X and x ^ X. Then 
Pc{x) C dC. 
Theorem 1.5.4. Let C be a nonempty convex subset of a Hilbert space H and Pc 
be the metric projection mapping from H onto C. Let x be an element in H. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) \\x-Pcix)\\=dix,C)\\. 
(ii) (x - Pcix), Pcix) -z)>0 for all zeC. 
Theorem 1.5.5. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert space X 
and Pc be the metric projection mapping from X onto C. Then the following hold: 
(i) Pc is idempotent, i.e, 
Pc{Pc{x)) = Pc{x) for all X e X and 
(ii) Pc is nonexpansive : ||-Pc(2 )^ ~ -Pc(y)|| < ll^ ; — y\\ for all x,y G X. 
Remark 1.5.6. Above theorem shows that in a Hilbert space, a metric projection 
operator is not only continuous, but also it is Lipschitz continuous and hence it is 
uniformly continuous. 
The following result is of fundamental importance. It shows that every point 
on hne segment joining x 6 X to its best approximation Pc{x) £ C has Pc(x) as 
its best approximation. 
Theorem 1.5.7. Let C be a Chebyshev set in Hilbert space H and x G H. Then 
Pc{x) = Pc{y) for all y G co{{x, Pc{x)}). 
Definition 1.5.8. Let C be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X. Then a 
continuous mapping P : X —^ C is said to be retraction ii Px =^ x for all x eC. In 
such case, C is said be a retract of X. 
Theorem 1.5.9. Every closed convex subset C of R" is a retract of K". 
If C is Chebyshev set in a Hilbert space if, then 
Pc[Xx + (1 - \)Pc{x)] = Pc{x), xeH,0<X<l. 
Motivated by this fact we have the following: 
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Definition 1.5.10. A Chebyshev subset C of a normed space X is said to be sun 
if 
Pc[Xx + (1 - X)Pc{x)\ = Pc{x) for all x G X and A > 0. 
and Pc is called sunny nonexpansive mapping. In other words, C is a sun if and 
only if each point on the ray from Pci,'^) through x also has Pc{x) as its best ap-
proximation in C. 
1.6. Some Basic Fixed Point Theorems: 
In this section, we collect some classical fixed point theorems, especially the 
Banach contraction principle and some of its generalization. First we take some 
basic definitions needed throughout. 
Definition 1.6.1. Let X be a nonempty set and T : X -> X be a self map. We 
say that x € X is a fixed point oiT \{Tx = x and denote by F{T) or Fix{T), the 
set of all fixed points of T. In other words, a point which remains invariant under 
the transformation T is called a fixed point of T. 
Example 1.6.2. 
(i) If X = M and T{x) =x^ + 6x + A, then F{T) = {-1, - 4 } , 
(n) If X = R and T{x) = x^ + x, then F{T) = {0}, 
(in) If X = R and T{x) = x + 8, then F{T) = 0, 
(iv) If X = M and T{x) = x, then F{T) = M. 
Remark 1.6.3. For a given self map the following properties obviously hold: 
(i) F{T) C i^(r"), for each n e N and 
(n) F(r'^) = {x}, for some n G N =» F{T) = {x}. 
The converse of (i) is not true, in general, as demonstrated by the following 
example. 
Example 1.6.4. Let T : {1,2,3} ^ (1,2,3}, with 7(1) = 3, T(2) = 2 and 7(3) = 
1. Then F(T2) = {1,2,3} but FiT) = {2}. 
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In 1912, Brouwer [14] proved the earliest fixed point theorem which is as follows: 
Theorem 1.6.5. Let C be a compact convex subset of a Euclidean space i?" and 
T : C -^ C he a continuous function, then T has a fixed point in C. 
An immediate corollary of this theorem on the real fine can be stated in the 
following way: 
Corollary 1.6.6. Every continuous self mapping of a closed interval has a fixed 
point. 
Most of the problems in Functional Analysis arise in function as well as sequence 
spaces and therefore, it is natural to ask if Brouwer theorem can be extended to 
these spaces. Kakutani produced an example to show that Theorem 1.2.1 cannot 
be extended to infinite dimensional spaces. 
Example 1.6.7. Let C = {x e l'^ : ||x|| < 1} be the unit ball in Hilbert 
space f. For each x — {xi,X2.iX^,...} in C, define a map T : C —)• C by Ta: = 
{-^1 —||x|p,rci,.X2, •••,a^ 'n, •••}• Since | |rx| | = 1, T is continuous, but T does not 
admit any fixed point. 
Definition 1.6.8. Let {X,d) be a metric space. A mapping T : X ^ X is called 
(i) Lipschitzian (or L-Lipschitzian) if there exists L > 0 such that 
d{Tx, Ty) < L d{x, y), for all x,y E X; 
(ii) strict contraction (or a-contraction) if T is a-Lipschitzian, with a G [0,1); 
(iii) nonexpansive if T is 1-Lipschitzian; 
(iv) contractive if d{Tx, Ty) < d{x, y), for ah x, y G X, x ^ y; 
(v) isometry if d{Tx,Ty) = d{x,y), for all x,y E X. 
Example 1.6.9. 
(i) r : R ^ M, with T{x) = | + 2, x G R, is a strict contraction and F{T) = {4}, 
(n) if X = {xn} G P, then the mapping T : P ~> P defined by T{x) = {^} is a 
contraction mapping on P, 
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(iii) the mapping T : [|,2] —^  [5,2], defined by T(x) = ^, is a 4-Lipschitzian with 
F(T) = {1}, while the functions T in Example 1.2.1 part (iii) and (iv) are all 
isometries and 
(iv) T : [1,00) -4 [1,00), with T{x) = x + i , is contractive and F{T) = 0. 
The following theorem is of fundamental importance in the metrical fixed point 
theory which is popularly referred as Banach contraction principle or contraction 
mapping principle. 
Theorem 1.6,10. Let {X,d) be a complete metric space and T : X ^ X he 
a contraction map, then T has a unique fixed point p and T^{x) —^  ;? (as n —)• 
00), for each x G X. 
Remark 1.6.11. While considering Lipschitzian mappings, a natural question 
arises whether it is possible to weaken contraction assumption a little bit in Ba-
nach contraction principle and still obtain the existence of a fixed point. In general, 
the answer to this question is no. In this regard, the following interesting example 
is available in Khamsi and Kirk [47]. 
Example 1.6.12. Let C[0,1] be the complete metric space of real valued continuous 
functions defined on [0,1] with respect to supremum metric and consider the closed 
subspace Z of C[0,1] consisting of those functions / € C[0,1] satisfying / ( I ) = 1. 
Since Z is a closed subspace of C[0,1], therefore Z is also complete. Now, define 
T : Z -^ Zhy Tf{t) = tf{t) for ah t 6 [0,1]. Then we can say d{Tf,Tg) < d{f,g) 
whenever f y^ g but T has no fixed point asTf = f=^tf = f=^ f{t) = 0 for all 
t G [0,1). On the other hand, / ( I ) = 1 which contradicts the continuity of T and so 
T cannot have a fixed point in Z. 
In 1930, Schauder [75] extended Brouwer's result to infinite dimensional spaces 
which runs as follows: 
Theorem 1.6.13. Let (7 be a compact convex subset of a Banach space X and 
T : C —> C be a continuous function, then T has at least one fixed point. 
Schauder also proved a theorem for a compact map which is known as second 
form of Schauder fixed point theorem. For this we need the following definition. 
Definition 1.6.14. A self mapping T of a Banach space E is called completely 
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continuous compact map if T is continuous and T maps bounded set to precompact 
set. 
Remark 1.6.15. A compact map is always continuous but converse need not be 
true. For example, an identity function defined on an infinite dimensional normed 
space is continuous but not compact. 
Here we represent the another form of Schauder fixed point theorem. 
Theorem 1.6.16. Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of a Banach space X 
and r : C -> C be a compact map, then T has at least one fixed point. 
This theorem is of great importance in the numerical treatment of equations in 
analysis. In 1935, Tychonofi' [84] extended Brouwer's result to a convex subset of a 
locally convex topological vector space. In order to describe this theorem properly, 
we need the following definition. 
Definition 1.6.17. A real vector space X equipped with the topology r under 
which the mappings (x, y) H-)- x + y ( i.e., from X x X -^ X) and (Q, X) I-)- ax (i.e., 
from M X X -> X) are continuous, is called a topological vector space. 
Example 1.6.18. 
(i) Every normed linear space is a topological vector space and hence so is every 
Banach space as well as Hilbert space e.g. M and C are topological vector 
spaces. 
(ii) If X is a Banach space, then its dual X*, with weak topology is a topological 
vector space. 
Theorem 1.6.19. Let X be a locally convex topological vector space and C is a 
nonempty compact convex subset of X and T : C —)• C be a continuous map, then 
T has a fixed point. 
Definition 1.6.20. A topological vector space X is said to be HausdorflP or sepa-
rated, if for any two distinct points x,y ^ X have disjoint neighborhoods. 
Example 1.6.21. Every normed linear space is a Hausdorff topological vector 
space and hence so is every Banach space as well as Hilbert space e.g. R and C are 
Hausdorff topological vector spaces. 
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Theorem 1.6.22. Let C be a compact convex subset of a locally convex topological 
vector space X and T : C -> C be a continuous mapping. Then T has a fixed point. 
Caristi [18] proved the following theorem where neither a continuity nor a Lip-
schitz condition is required. 
Theorem 1.6.23. Let X be a complete metric space, 0 : X —)• [0, oo) be a lower 
semi-continuous function. Moreover, T : X ^ X he Sk mapping such that for each 
X G X, d{x,Tx) < (l){x) — (p{Tx), then T has a fixed point. 
Notice that if we assume T to be continuous, then the proof is relatively simpler. 
For any fixed XQ G X, let Xn = Txn-i = T'^XQ. Then 
n) (Pi^n+l)-




So {xn} is a Cauchy sequence. Since X is a complete metric space, {xn} converges 
to y E X. As T is continuous, Ty = y. 
If r : X —> X is a contraction map, then the conditions of Caristi's theorem are 
satisfied by taking (j)(x) = -^ d{x,Tx), 0 < k < I. 
Now we discuss basic fixed theorems for multivalued mappings. To state prop-
erly these results we need some definitions. 
Definition 1.6.24. Let (X, d) be a metric space and T : X -> CB{X) be a map-
ping. Then T is said to be 
(i) A'-Lipschitzian if there exists a constant K > Q such that 
H[Tx,Ty) < Kd{x,y) for all x,yeX, 
(ii) contraction il K <\, 
(iii) nonexpansive \[ K - l i.e., H{Tx,Ty) < d{x,y) for all x,y e X. 
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A point a; G X is said to be a fixed point of a multivalued mapping T, ii x E: Tx 
i.e., 
F{T) = {.X e X : X e Tx}. 
Now, We state Nadler's fixed point theorem which is an extension of Banach con-
traction principle to the multivalued mapping. 
Theorem 1.6.25. ([68]) Let X be a complete metric space and T : X -> CB{X) 
be a contraction mapping. Then T has a fixed point in X. 
Fixed point of a multivalued contraction mapping is not necessarily unique. By 
the following example one can see this fact more cleanly. 
Example 1.6.26. Let X = [0,1] and / : [0,1] -^ [0,1] be a mapping such that 
^ (x/2 + 1/2, 0 < X < 1/2, 
| - 2 : / 2 + l l / 2 < z < l . 
Define T : X ^ 2^ by Tx = {f(x)} U {0},x e X. Then T is a multivalued 
contraction mapping with F{T) = {0,2/3}. 
Next, we extend Nadler's fixed point theorem for non self multivalued mappings 
in metric space. First, we defined a metrically convex metric space, the concept of 
metric convexity was introduced by Menger in 1953. 
Definition 1.6.27. A metric space {X,d) is said be metrically convex if for any 
x, y E X with X y^ y, there exists zEX,x^y^z such that 
d{x,y) = d{x,z) + d{z,y). 
Before stating the main result we give a lemma which is used to prove the main 
theorem. 
Lemma 1.6.28. Let C be a nonempty closed subset of a complete and metrically 
convex metric space {X, d), then for any x E C, y ^ C, there exists a point z E dC 
such that 
d{x,y) = d{x,z) + d{z,y). 
Now, we are in a position to estabhsh the most fundamental result for non-self 
multivalued contraction mappings due to Assad and Kirk [4]. 
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Theorem 1.6.29.[4] Let {X,d) be a complete and metrically convex metric space, 
C a nonempty closed subset oi X. If T" : C —)• CB{X) is a contraction mapping 
such that Tx C C for each x e dC, then T has a fixed point in C. 
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CHAPTER II 
ON SELECTED ASPECTS OF GEOMETRY OF 
BANACH SPACES 
2.1. Introduction 
The interplay between geometry of Banach spaces and metric fixed point theory 
in such spaces is fascinating, natural and fruitful. In particular, geometric structures 
play key role in the existence of fixed point in respect of Lipschitzian and nonlinear 
mappings. In this chapter, we discuss several geometric properties of Banach spaces, 
such as: convexity, uniform convexity, modulus of convexity, normal structure and 
many others. The concept of uniform convexity was given by Clarkson [23] in 1936 
whereas the notion of normal structure was introduced by Brodskii and Mihman 
[13] in 1948. In subsequent chapters, one can certified how well these concepts 
are exploited by various researchers to prove the their results on existence of fixed 
points. 
In present chapter, we collect definitions, examples and some relevant core re-
sults. The result presented in Sections 2.2 to 2.4 are essentially borrowed from 
Clarkson [23], Goebel and Kirk [36], Istratescu [43], and Prus [71]. While the re-
sults presented in the last section involving notions of asymptotic center, asymp-
totic radius and Opial's condition are contained in Bose and Laskar [11], Dalby [24], 
Downing and Kirk [29], Lami Dozo [30], Lin et al. [62] and Suzuki [81]. 
2.2. Convexity and Uniform Convexity 
Convexity of Banach space plays an important role in the existence and ap-
proximation of fixed points of nonlinear mappings. This section provides substantial 
number of useful properties of different types of convexities besides offering illustra-
tive examples. The results presented herein are taken from Goebel and Kirk [36], 
Khamsi and Kirk, Prus [71] and Takahashi [82]. 
The basic property of a norm of a Banach space X is that it is always convex. That 
is, 
||Aa; + ( l -A)y | | < A||.xl| + (1 - A)|l?/||, for all x,y G X and A G [0,1]. 
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Most of the Banach spaces do not have equahty when x ^ y, i.e., 
||Ax + (l-A)| |?/ | |<A| |x | | + (l-A)l|?/ | | 
for all X, y e X and A G [0,1]. By which, we see the strict convexity of Banach 
spaces. If Sx denotes the unit sphere i.e., Sx= {x G X : ||x|| = 1} on Banach space 
X, then we have the following definition of strict convexity: 
Definition 2.2.1. A Banach space X is said to be strictly convex, whenever x,y E 
Sx with X ^y^ \\Xx + (1 - X)y\\ < 1, for ah A G (0,1). 
Example 2.2.2. Consider X = K^, n>2 with norm ||a;|| is defined by 
n 
\\x\\ = {"^xf) , for all X = {xi,X2,---,Xn) E R'^. 
1=1 
Then X is strictly convex. 
Example 2.2.3. Consider X — R^, n>2 with norm ||.|| defined by 
\\x\\ = \xi\ + \x2\ + ... + \xn\, for all x = (xi,X2, •••,Xn) G R^. 
For if, choose x = (1,0,0,..., 0) and y = (0,1,0,..., 0). Clearly x ^y and ||x|| = 1 = 
||y|| but ||x + y|| = 2. Hence X is not strictly convex. 
Now there are some important results regarding strictly convex Banach spaces. 
Theorem 2.2.4. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) X is strictly convex Banach space, 
(ii) For each non zero / G X*, there exists at most one point x E X with ||3;|| = 1 
such that {x, f) = /(.x) = ||/||^, and 
(iii) For every p such that 1 < p < oo 
\\tx+(i--tw < t\\xr+{1 - t)\\yr 
for aU x,y e X with x 7^  y and t G (0,1). 
Theorem 2.2.5. Let X be a strictly convex Banach space. If ||x + y|| = ||x|| + \\y\\ 
for 0 7^  X G X and y G X, then there exists t > 0 such that y = tx. 
It is natural to ask the question whether the vector of minimum norm exists or not? 
Due to convexity of Banach space we have the following results: 
Theorem 2.2.6. Let X be the strictly convex Banach space and C be a nonempty 
convex subset of X. Then there exists at most one point x G C such that ||x|| = 
inf{||z|| : z eC}. 
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Proof. Suppose there exist two points x,y G C with x ^ y such that 
\\x\\ = \\y\\ = ini{\\z\\:zeC} = d. 
If / G (0,1) then by convexity of C, 
te + (1 - t)y e C. 
Also by strictly convexity of X, we have \\tx + (1 — t)y\\ < d, 
which contradicts the minimality of d. 
If we take reflexive strictly convex Banach space in above theorem then we have 
the following result: 
Theorem 2,2.7. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of reflexive strictly 
convex Banach space X. Then there exists a unique point x G C such that 
||x|| = i n f { p | | : z eC}. 
Now we give the following result which has important application in best approxi-
mation problem. 
Theorem 2.2.8. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a reflexive strictly 
Banach space X. Then for x G X, there exists a unique point z^ E C such that 
\\x — Zx\\ = d{x,C). 
From the definition of strictly convexity of Banach space X, we can observe that 
the mid point ^ of the segment joining two points x,y G Sx does not lies on Sx 
i.e., ( I ^ l l < L As a result of this we can't have the information about 1 — | | ^ | | , 
the distance of midpoint from the unit sphere. To overcome this problem Clarkson 
introduced the concept of uniform convexity in 1936. 
Definition 2.2.9. A Banach space X is said to be uniformly convex, if for any 
£, 0 < £ < 2, the inequalities |[a;|| < 1, \\y\\ < 1 and \\x — y\\ > £ imply there exists 
a (5 > 0 such that | | ^ | | < I - 5. 
Example 2.2.10. Every Hilbert space H is uniformly convex. To substantiate, 
consider (in view of parallelogram law) 
\\x + yf = 2{\\xf + \\yf) - ||x - y\\' for all x,y e H. 
Suppose that x,y e H with x ^y and \\x - y\\ > e, then we have 
\\x-yf <4-e'^ 
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which imphes that | | ^ | | < I — S, where 5 = 1 — Jl — ^ . 
Therefore, H is uniformly convex. 
Example 2.2.11. The space /i is not uniformly convex space. To prove it we choose 
X, y such that 
X = (1,0,0,...) and y = (0, -1,0,.. .) and e = 1. 
Clearly x,y e h and ||a;|| = 1 = \\y\\ and \\x ~ y\\ = 2 > I = e. However, | | ^ | | = 1 
and therefore there does not exist any 5 > 0 such that | | ^ | | < 1 — ^. Thus li is 
not uniformly convex. 
Now we present some results from the definition of uniform convexity and com-
pare with the strictly convexity. 
Theorem 2.2.12. Every uniformly convex Banach space is reflexive. 
Rem.ark 2.2.13. Every uniformly convex Banach space is strictly convex. But 
the converse is not true in general. For the converse, consider X = CQ with norm 
||.|| defined by 
00 
sup \\xi\\ +l^(Y^{~f) , x = {xi} e Co. 112^11 = 
l<z<oo 
The space (CQ, ||.||) for /? > 0 are strictly convex but not uniformly convex. 
Remark 2.2.14. Every finite dimensional Banach space is reflexive, but it need 
not be uniformly convex. For if, one can see the Example 2.2.3. 
By using Remark 2.2.13., Theorem 2.2.12. and Theorem 2.2.7, we obtain the fol-
lowing result: 
The following result is also important. 
Theorem 2.2.15. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex 
Banach space X. Then there exists a unique element of minimum norm, i.e., 
there exists a unique element x E: C such that 
Now we introduce an important property possess by uniformly convex Banach 
space. 
Definition 2,2.16. A Banach space X is said to have the Kadec-Klee property if 
for every sequence {xn} in X that converges weakly to x where also ||x„|| -^ \\x\\, 
then {xn} converges strongly to x. 
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We complete this section by the following result: 
Theorem 2.2.17. Every uniformly convex Banach space has the Kadec-Klee prop-
erty. 
2.3. Modulus of Convexity and Local Uniform Convexity 
In the last section we have seen that property of uniform convexity provide us 
information about 1 — || ^ ||, that is the distance of midpoint of the segment joining 
point x,y from the unit sphere Sx- With the help of these distances we define a 
new function called as modulus of convexity. 
Definition 2.3.1. Let X be a Banach space. Then a function 6x '• (0,2] -> [0,1] is 
said to be the modulus of convexity of X if 
Sxie) = inf{l - l l ^ l l : ||x|| < 1, \\y\\ < 1, \\x - y\\ > e}. 
It is easy to verify Sx{0) = 0 and 5x{t) > 0 for all i > 0. 
Example 2.3.2. From the Example 2.2.10 we have 
£2 
5H{e) = l ~ ^ l ~ - , £G(0,2]. 
Example 2.3.3. In Ip {2 < p < oo) spaces, 
Si,ie) = l-il-C-r)Kee(0,2]. 
To calculate the Si^{£), we use a property of Ip space for 2 < p < oo, 
Ik + yr + Ik - yr < 2^" ' ( lk r + ll^r) for aU x, y e Ip. 
To see this let e e (0,2) and x,y E Ip such that |k|| < 1, \\y\\ < 1 and \\x — y\\ > e. 
Then by the property we have 
which implies that 




w h e r e ( 5 , ^ > l - ( l - ( | ) P ) p . 
In terms of modulus of convexity one can characterize the strictly convexity of a 
Banach space. 
Theorem 2.3.4. A Banach space X is strictly convex if and only if Sxi2) = 1. 
Proof, Let X be a strictly convex Banach space with modulus of convexity 6x-
Suppose ||a:|| = ||y|| = 1 and ||x — y\\ = 2 with x ^ —y. Then by strictly convexity, 
we have 
i - l l 2 i l - l l 2 ' ' " ' 
which is a contradiction. Hence x = —y 
Therefore from the definition of modulus of convexity Sx{2) — 1. 
Conversely suppose that Sx(2) = 1. Let x,y e X such that ||xl| = l|yl| = | | ^ | 1 = 1. 
Then 
1 1 ^ 1 1 = - II j ^ W < 1 - ^x{\\x - {-y)\\) 
= 1 - 5x{2) = 0 
which implies that x = y 
Thus 
ll^ ll = Ibll and ||x + y\\ = 2= \\x\\ + \\xj\\ 
Therefore, X is strictly convex. 
Similarly, we have the following: 
Theorem 2.3.5. A Banach space X is uniformly convex if and only if Sx{£) > 0 
for all £G (0,2]. 
Now, we present certain results involving modulus of convexity 5. 
Theorem 2.3.6. Let X be Banach space with modulus of convexity of 5x{£)- Then 
we have the following: 
(i) For all £i and £2 with 0 < £1 < £2 < 2, 
Sx{e2) - Sx{s^) < 1 ^ ( 1 - 5X{E^)) < | ^ ^ . 
z — £1 2 — £1 
In particular, Sx is continuous on [0,2), 
(ii) -^~- is a nondecreasing function on (0,2] and 
(iii) 5x is a strictly increasing function, if X is uniformly convex. 
Theorem 2.3.7. Let {Cn} be a decreasing sequence of nonempty closed convex 
bounded subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X. Then p) C„ is a nonempty 
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closed convex subset of X. 
We now study a weaker type of convexity of Banach space that called locally uniform 
convexity. 
Definition 2.3.8. A Banach space X is said to be locally uniformly convex if for 
any e > 0 and x E Sx, there exists 5 > 0 such that ||x — y|| > e implies that 
II^11 < 1 — 6 hi all y E Sx- Where the modulus of local convexity of the Banach 
space X is 
\\x ~t~ v\\ 
5xix, e) = inf{1 — -.yeSx, \\x ~ y\\ > e} 
for each x e Sx and 0 < e < 2. 
Now we present some results in respect of locally uniformly convex Banach 
spaces: 
Theorem 2.3.9. Every locally uniformly convex space is strictly convex. Whereas 
every uniformly convex Banach space is locally uniformly convex. 
Theorem 2.3.10. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following are equivalent : 
(i) X is uniformly convex and 
(ii) every sequence {x„} in Sx and x e Sx with ||x„ + x|| -^2 implies that x„ -^ x. 
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2.2.15. 
Theorem 2.3.11. Every locally uniformly convex Banach space has the Kadec-klee 
property. 
Now we study another important geometric concept of smoothness which plays 
a key role in respect of convergence of approximants of nonlinear mappings. 
Definition 2.3.12. A Banach space X is said to be smooth if for each x £ Sx, 
there exists a unique functional jx £ X* such that (x, jx) = ||x|| and \\jx\\ = 1. 
Geometrically, the smoothness condition means that each point x of the unit 
sphere, there is exactly one supporting hyperplane {jx = 1}. 
Example 2.3.13. Ip, Lp{l < p < oo) are smooth Banach spaces, while CQ, ^i, Li, /oo, L^ 
are not smooth. 
Let X be a normed space and Sx — {x & X : \\x\\ = 1} be the unit sphere of X. 
Then the norm of X is Gateaux differentiable at a point XQ G SX if for y E Sx 
d n\ , ^ u\ I r 11-^0 + 2^/11 - ||a:o|| 
\xo + ty\\) |i=o = lim-
exists (say, (y, V||xo||)). V||a:o|| is called the gradient of the norm of (p{x) — \\x\\ at 
x = XQ. The norm of X is said to Gateaux differentiable if it is Gateaux differentiable 
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at each point of Sx • The norm of X is said to be uniformly Gateaux differentiable 
if for each y ^ Sx, the limit is approached uniformly for x E: Sx-
Theorem 2.3.14. Let X be a Banach space. Then we have the following: 
(i) If X* is strictly convex, then X is smooth, 
(ii) If X* is smooth, then X is strictly convex. 
For the reflexive Banach space we have the following: 
Theorem 2.3.15. Let X be a reflexive Banach space. Then we have the following: 
(i) X is smooth if and only if X* is strictly convex, 
(ii) X is strictly convex if and only if X* is smooth. 
The following theorems establish a relation between smoothness and Gateaux 
differentiabihty of the norm. 
Theorem 2.3.16. A Banach space X is smooth if and only if the norm is Gateaux 
differentiable on X\{0}. 
We now introduce the modulus of smoothness of a Banach space. 
Definition 2.3.17. Let X be a Banach space. Then a function px '• R^ -^ R^ is 
said to be the modulus of smoothness of X if 
f\\x + y\\ + \\x-y\\ . 
px -= sup I ^ 1 : ||x|| = 1, ||y|| = t] 
A\x + ty\\ + \\x~ty\\ i \ . ^ n 
= sup I ^ 1 : \\x\\ = \\y\\ = 1), i > 0. 
It is easy to check that px{^) — 0 and px{t) > 0 for aU t > 0. 
The following results contains important properties of the modulus of smooth-
ness and its relation with modulus of convexity: 
Theorem 2.3.18. Let px be the modulus of smoothness of a Banach space X. 
Then px is an increasing continuous convex function. 
Theorem 2.3.19. Let X be a Banach space. Then we have the foUowing: 
(i) p^.(t) = s u p { | - 5 x ( e ) : 0 < e < 2 } , for alH > 0. 
(ii)/9x(t) = sup { | -5x*{e):Q<£< 2}, for aU t > 0. 
We now define uniform smoothness of a Banach space. 
Definition 2.3.20. A Banach space X is said to be uniformly smooth if 
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Example 2.3.21. The Ip space (1 < p < 2) are uniformly smooth. In fact, 
f^ O t t->0 t 
Uniform smoothness has a close relation with differentiabihty of norm. 
Theorem 2.3.22. Every uniformly smoothness Banach space X is smooth. 
The following result establishes the duality between uniform convexity and uni-
form smoothness: 
Theorem 2.3.23. Let X be a Banach space. 
(i) Then X is uniformly smooth if and only if X* is uniformly convex. 
(ii) Then X is uniformly convex if and only if X* is uniformly smooth. 
We complete this section by the following result which establish the fact that 
every uniformly smooth space is reflexive: 
Theorem 2.3.24. Every uniformly smooth Banach space is reflexive. 
Proof. Let X be a uniformly smooth Banach space. Then X* is uniformly convex 
and hence X* is reflexive. It follows that X is reflexive. 
2.4. Normal and Uniformly Normal Structure 
Let C be a nonempty bounded subset of a Banach space. Then a point XQ 6 C 
is said to be 
(i) a diametral point of C if 
sup{||xo — x\\ : X E C} = diam(C), 
(ii) a non diametral point of C if 
sup{||xo — x\\ : X E C} < diam(C). 
A nonempty convex subset of a Banach space is said to have normal structure, if each 
convex bounded subset D of C with at least two points contains a non diametral 
point, that is there exists XQ e D such that sup{||x ~ xo\\ : x e d} < diam(D). 
In other words, C is said to have normal structure, if for each convex bounded subset 
D of C with diam(Z}) > 0, then there exists a point Xg & D and r < diam(D) such 
that D C Br[xo]. 
The Banach space X is said to have normal structure, if for every closed convex 
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bounded subset C of X with diam(C) > 0 has normal structure. 
The following theorem tells us existence of normal structure in different classes of 
Banach spaces. 
Theorem 2.4.1. Every compact convex subset C of Banach space X has normal 
structure. 
Proof. Suppose that C does not have normal structure. Let D he a, convex subset 
of C that has at least two points. Because C does not have normal structure, all 
points of D are diametral. Now we construct a sequence {x„} in D such that 
\\xi — XjW = diam(cf) V i,j G N, i^ j . 
For this, let xi be an arbitrary point in D. Then there exists a point X2 ^ D 
such that diam(L') = ||xi — 2;2||. Because D is convex space, there exists a point 
2^ —^ G D. Next we choose a point xs e D such that 
diam(L)) = ||x3 — 1 | . 
Continuing in this manner, we obtain a sequence {x„} in D such that 
diam(D) = x„ , n>2. 
II ^ II 
Because 
diam(D) = ||xn+i - ^^+^^+--+^"||, 
< ^ ( | | x „ + i - Xi\\ + \\Xn+l - X2II + •••\\Xn+l - Xn\\) 
< diam(L'). 
This implies that the sequence {xn} has no convergent subsequences. This contra-
dicts the compactness of C. 
The following result is immediate corollary of above theorem. 
Corollary 2.4.2. Every finite-dimensional Banach space has normal structure. 
Theorem 2.4.3. Every closed convex bounded subset C of a uniformly convex 
Banach space X has normal structure. That is, every uniformly convex Banach 
space has normal structure. 
Proof. Let D he a. closed convex bounded subset of C with diam(Z)) = d> 0. Let 
Xi he an arbitrary point in D. Choose a point X2 E D such that ||a;i - X2\\ > f • 
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Because D is convex, ^il^i ^ jj Set XQ = 2 ^ ^ , then by the uniform convexity, 
ll'^ l^l < f, \\v\\ < r and ||w — v\\>e>0, 
this impUes that 
| | - ^ | | < ( l - ^ x ( - ) ) r . 
Hence for x ^ D, we have 
II 2;i + a;2|| ,,{x ~ Xi) + {x ~ X2) u 
]\X - Xn\\ = \]X = \\- ^ -\\ 
II "II II 2 " " 2 " 
< 4 i - « | j ) ) 
= d(i - fe(i)) < d. 
Hence we have 
sup{||x — xo\\ : X £ D} < diam(L>). 
Therefore C have normal structure. 
Now we define a new notion which plays an important role in the study of normal 
structure. 
A bounded sequence {a;„} in a Banach space is said to be a diametral sequence if 
lim d{xn+i,co{{xi,X2.--Xn})) = diam({:rn}), 
n->oo 
where d{x,A) = inf d{x,y). 
Remark 2.4.4. Any subsequence of a diametral sequence is also diametral. 
Now we have a result which relates the normal structure and diametral sequence. 
Which is proved by Brodsiki and Millman. 
Theorem 2.4.5. A convex bounded subset of a Banach space X has normal struc-
ture if and if only it does not have a diametral sequence. 
In following example we see the direct use of above theorem: 
Example 2.4.6. In the space /i, the basis vector {e^} form a diametral sequence. 
Hence li does not have normal structure. 
We have the following definition of uniformal structure: 
Definition 2.4.7. A non empty convex subset C of Banach space is said to have 
uniformly normal structure, if there exists a constant a G (0,1) independent of C 
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such that each closed convex bounded subset D of C with diam(D) > 0 contains a 
point xo G C such that 
sup{||a;o — x\\ : x £ D} < a diam(D). 
Theorem 2.4.8, Every uniformly convex Banach space X has uniformly normal 
structure. 
Proof. For a closed convex bounded subset C of X with d = diam(C) > 0. From 
the proof of the Theorem 2.4.4, there exists a point XQ £ C such that 
\]x - xoW < {I ~ 6x{l))d. 
This implies that 
sup{2; — XQ : x £ C} < a diam((7), 
where a = 1 — Sxi^) < I- Therefore, X has uniformly normal structure. 
Let C be a nonempty bounded subset of a Banach space X. We define the 
following notions: 
r^iC) = supdia: - y\\ :yeC},xe C, 
r{C) = inf{r,(C) : :r € C}, 
Z{C) = [xeC:T,{C) = r{C)}, 
rx[C) = inf{r,(C) : :c e X} . 
The number r{C) is called Chebyshev radius of C and set Z{C) is called Chebyshev 
center of C. Observe that for any a; G C 
r{C) < r^{C) < diam(C). 
Clearly, a point XQ G C is a diametral point if rxo{C) = diam(C). Thus, the set C 
has normal structure if 
r{C) < diam(C), 
and uniformly normal structure if there is a constant a G (0,1) independent of C, 
such that 
riC) = a diam(C). 
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The set C is called diametral if it consists only diametral points i.e. rx{C) = diam(C) 
for all X G C. Equivalently, 
Z{C) = {x € Cr^{C) = diam(C) = r{C)}. 
Now, we give some important results which will be used frequently in later text. 
Theorem 2.4.9. Let C be a bounded subset of a Banach space X, then we have 
the following: 
(i) The set C is diametral if 
r{C) = diam(C), 
(ii) idiam < rxiC) < r(C) < diam(C), 
(iii) diam(C) = diam(Co(C)), 
(iv) r{Co{C)) < r{C). 
Theorem 2.4.10. Let X be a Banach space and C be a weakly compact convex 
subset of X with diam(C) > 0. Suppose that C has normal structure. Then 
diam{Z{C)) < diam(C7). 
Proof. As C has normal structure, there exists at least one nondiametral point 
XQ e C, i.e., 
r^ o = sup{||a; - a;o|| : x G C} < diam(C). 
Let u and v be any two points of Z{C), implying thereby 
r„(C) = r,(C) = r(C). 
Since 
Implies that. 
\v - u\\ < sup{||u - x\\ : X e Z(C)} 
< r{C) 
< r,„(C) < diam(C). 
diam Z{C) < diam(C). 
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2.5. Asymptotic Center, Asymptotic Radius and Opial's 
Condition 
Let C be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X and {x„} be a bounded 
sequence in X. Consider the functional ra{-, {xn}) : X -^ R'^ defined by 
ra{x, {xn}) = limsup ||a;„ — a;|| for all x e X. 
n—>co 
The infimum of ra{., {xn}) over C is said to be the asymptotic radius of {x„} with 
respect to C and is defined by ra{C, {Xn}), i.e. 
TaiC, {xn}) = inf{r„(a:, {x„}) : x G C}. 
A point 2 G C is said to be an asymptotic center of the sequence {x„} with respect 
to C, if 
raiz, {xn}) = inf{raix, {xn}) : X G C}. 
The set of all asymptotic centers of {x„} with respect to Xn is denoted by Za{C, {xn})-
It is natural to raise the question whether this set is empty, nonempty or singleton. 
If {xn} converges strongly to x & C, then 
ZaiC,{Xn}) = {x}, 
and if {x„} converges strongly to x and x ^ C, then 
ra{C,{xn}) = d{x,C), 
and Za{C, {x J ) = {yeC:\\x- y\\ = d{x, C)} = Pc{X). 
where Pc is the projection from X into 2^. 
Now we define level set for A > 0, as 
Ax{C, [xn}) = [x^C : raix, {a;„})}. 
It is very easy to see that for A = 0 
and for any A > 0, AxiC, {x„}) =^  0. 
One can also derive the following results from the asymptotic center and asymptotic 
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radius: 
(i) if Ai < A2, then 
, A A , ( C , K } ) C A A , ( C , K } ) , 
(ii) Z„(C, {.T„,}) = Ao(C, {Xn}) = n MC, {Xn}), 
A>0 
(iii) for any arbitrary subsequence {sn,} of the sequence {x„}, 
ZaiC,{Xn,})2ZaiC,{Xn}), 
(iv) for X € X, ra(a;, {x„}) <^ lim Xn = a;, 
(v) as a function ra{x, {xn}) is convex and nonexpansive, i.e., 
if a, (3 with a + (5 — I, then 
for aU x,y e X. 
Now, we discuss the existence and uniqueness of asymptotic center of bounded 
sequence. 
Theorem 2.5.1. Let {xn} be a bounded sequence in a Banach space X and C be 
a nonempty subset of X. Then we have the following: 
(i) If C is a weakly compact, then Za{C, {xn}) is a nonempty and 
(ii) if C is a weakly compact and convex, then Za{C, {x„}) is a nonempty convex 
set. 
Proof, (i) By the definition of asymptotic center, we have Za{C, {xn}) is the inter-
section of a decreasing family of weakly closed. Thus, Za{C, {a;„}) is nonempty, 
(ii) Since C is weakly compact convex set and the function ra{x, {xn}) is continuous, 
then there exists a point z E C such that 
ra{z,{xn}) = inf r„(x,{x„}). 
xec 
Hence by the definition, Za{C, {xn}) is nonempty. Now we show that Za{C, {xn}) 
is convex. 
To do this, let x,y e Za{C, {xn}) and t G (0,1), we have 
ra{{l-t)x + ty,{xn}) = l imsup | | ( l - t )x + t?/-Xn|| 
n-¥oo 
< {I — t) lim sup \\xn — x\\ + Him sup \\xn — y\\ 
= {1- t)raiC, {Xn}) + traiC {x„}) = TaiC { x j ) . 
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which impHes that (1 — t)x + ty e Za{C, {xn})- Hence, Za{C, {xn}) is convex. 
Theorem 2.5.2. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach Space X 
and {xn} be a bounded sequence in X. Then 
diam{Za{C, {x„})) < e ra{C, {x„}). 
By using this theorem we can give a result regarding uniqueness of asymptotic center. 
Theorem 2.5.3. Let C be a non empty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex 
Banach space X and {xn} be a bounded sequence in X. Then Za{C, {xn}) is a 
singleton. 
The following interesting inequality is the corollary of above theorem. 
Corollary 2.5.4. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex 
Banach space. Then every bounded sequence {x„} in X has unique asymptotic 
center with respect to C i.e., Za{C, {x„}) = {z} and 
limsup ||x„ — z\\ < limsup \\xn — x\\ for x ^ z. 
n—>oo n—>oo 
Now, we study the concept of Opial's condition which play a crucial role in the 
convergence of sequences and in the study of demiclosedness principle of nonlinear 
mappings in Banach spaces. 
Definition 2.5.5. A Banach space X is said to be satisfy the Opial's condition if 
whenever a sequence {a;„} in X converges weakly to XQ G X, then 
hminf ||a;„ — a;|| < liminf ||x„ — a:|| for all x E X, x^ XQ-
One can replace analogously lim sup in place of lim inf. On changing strict inequahty 
" < " in equation with " < " we obtain the definition of non strict Opial's condition. 
Remark 2.5.6. Every Hilbert space satisfies the Opial's condition. 
Justification. Let {x„} be a sequence in a Hilbert space R which converges weakly 
to x £ H, then 
limsup \\xn — x\\ < limsup \\xn — y\\ for all y G iJ and x ^y. 
As weakly convergent sequence is necessarily bounded, so have that hmsup ||a;„ —a:|| 
n—^oo 
and limsup \\xn — y\\ are finite. Note that 
n—>oo 
W^n - yf = \\xn -x + x- y|p = \\Xn - xf + \\x - y\\^ + 2{xn -x,x~y) 
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so that 
limsup \\xn — ?/jP > limsup \\xn — x\\'^. 
n—>oo n—>oo 
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition for a space satisfying the Opial's 
condition. 
Theorem 2.5.7. A Banach space X satisfies the Opial's condition if and only if 
Xn —^ 0 and liminf j|2;„j| = 1 => liminf \\xn — x\\ > 1 for all x ^ 0. 
Theorem 2.5.8. LetXi, X2, X^ be Banach spaces with norm ||.||i, (|.||2,..., ||.||fc, 
respectively. Let p be a constant in [1,00) and put X = Xi x X2 x ... x Xk, where 
the norm of X is given by 
for aU (2:1, X2, Xk) G X. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) X has the Opial's condition. 
(ii) Each Xj has the Opial's condition. 
The following shows that result does not hold if norm on X is 
(|(xi,X2,....,a;fe)|| = ^infJ|2;i||. 
Example 2.5.9. Let X = R x I2 with the norm 
||(a,y)|| = max{|a|,||y||2}. 
Let e„ be the n*^  element of the basis of I2 and {xn = (0, e„)} be a sequence in X. 
Then we have 
||x„|| = max{0, ||e„||2} = 1 for all n ^ N, 
and .T„ —^  0 as n —7- 00, but for x — (1,0) we have 
Ikn - a^ ll = ||(l,en)|i = max{l, ||e„|[2} = 1 for all neN. 
Therefore, X does not satisfies the Opial's condition, even though R and I2 satisfy 
it. 
The following theorem shows that weak limit of a bounded sequence is the asymp-
totic center under some geometric condition. 
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Theorem 2.5.10. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space satisfying the 
Opial's condition and C be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. If {x„} is a 
sequence in C such that x„ ^ 2, then z is the asymptotic center of {x^} in C. 
Proof. By the Corollary 2.5.4, Za{C^ {'^n}) is singleton. 
Let Za{C, {^n}) = {w}, u^ z. Because Xn -^ z, by the Opial's condition, 
limsup ||a;„ — 2;|| < limsup \\xn — u\\. 
n—>oo n—>oo 
Using again Corollary 2.5.4, we obtain 
limsup ||x„ — M|| < limsup ||a;„ — z\\. 
Therefore, z = u. 
Theorem 2,5.11. Let X be a convex Banach space with a weakly continuous 
duality mapping and C be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. If {xn} is a 
sequence in C such that Xn -^ z, then z is the asymptotic center of {xn} in C. 
Now, we introduce the notion of uniform Opial's condition and locally uniform 
Opial's condition: 
Definition 2.5.12. A Banach space is said to satisfy the uniformly Opial's 
condition, if for each t > 0, there exists r > 0 such that 
1 + r < liminf ||x„ + x\\ 
n—>oo 
for each x E X with ||x|| > t and each sequence {x„} in X such that Xn -^ 0 and 
liminf ||a;„,|| > 1. 
n—>oo 
By Theorem 2.5.7, it is obvious that the uniformly Opial's condition implies the 
Opial's condition. 
Definition 2.5.13. A Banach space X is said to satisfy the locally uniform Opial's 
condition if for any weakly null sequence {Xn} in X with hminf ||a;„|| > 1 and any 
t > 0, there is r > 0 such that 
1 + r < liminf j|x„ + a;||, 
n^oo 
for every x ^ X with ||x|| > t. 
Note that, uniform Opial's condition ^ locally uniform Opial's condition ^ 
Opial's condition. 
We now define the Opial modulus of X, denoted by rx, as follows: 
^x(0 = inf{liminf \\xn + x\\ — 1}, 
where t > 0 and the infimum is taken over all x G X with ||a;|| > t and sequence 
{xn} in X such that a;„ —^  0 and liminf ||a;„|| > 1. 
n—>oo 
We now give the following fundamental properties of the Opial modulus: 
Theorem 2.5.14. Let X be a Banach space with Opial modulus rx- Then 
rx(t2) - rxih) < {h - ^ i ) i i ^ ^ for all 0< h < h, 
that is, the Opial modulus rx is continuous. 
Theorem 2.5.15. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) X has a nonstrict Opial's condition. 
(b) rx{t) > 0 for all t > 0. 
The following result is the characterization of locally uniform Opial's condition 
which is given by Lin et al. [62] in 1995. 
Theorem 2.5.16. A Banach space X satisfies the locally uniform Opial's condition 
if and only if for any sequence {xn} in X which converges weakly to a; G X and for 
any sequence {^^1 in X, 
limsup(limsup \\xn — ym\\) < limsup \\xn — x\\ implies i/m —> x. 
m->oo n—>oo n—>oo 
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CHAPTER III 
SOME FIXED POINT THEOREMS IN 
BANACH SPACE 
3.1. Introduction 
In Chapter I, we have discussed some fixed point theorems in metric spaces, 
especially Banach contraction principle and some of its noted generalizations. Due 
to linear structure on Banach spaces, we have several geometric notions which are 
either completely out of context in metric space or only some kind of partial analogue 
is possible. In the preceeding chapter, we have discussed certain geometric properties 
in Banach spaces at length. Here, it can be pointed out that the class of Banach 
spaces is properly contained in the class of complete metric spaces. But due to 
availability of geometric concepts in Banach spaces, some existence theorems in 
Banach spaces are possible which are essentially inspired from similar metrical fixed 
point theorems. 
As we have seen in first chapter, nonexpansive mappings may not have fixed 
point in Banach space. The investigation of fixed points for nonexpansive mapping 
was initiated by Browder [15] in 1965 wherein he proved a fixed point theorem for 
nonexpansive mappings in noncompact setting. The work of Browder was extended 
by himself in [16] besides some others ones mainly Kirk [51] and Gohde [37]. The 
study of fixed point theorems for multivalued mappings was initiated by Kakutani 
[46] in 1941. The work of Kakutani was extended to infinite dimension Banach space 
by Bohnenblust and Karlin [10] and Ky Fan [34]. Since then various well known 
result in fixed point theory were extended to multivalued mappings. The metric 
fixed point theory for multivalued mappings was initiated by Nadler [68], and sub-
sequently pursued by Markin [65], Assad and Kirk [4], and many others. In this 
chapter we present some fixed point theorems for nonexpansive mappings. More 
attention is given on those results wherein geometric concepts are used. In Section 
3.2, we study fixed point theorems for single valued nonexpansive mappings which 
are often taken from Kirk and Sims [53], Singh and Watson [80], Caristi [18] whereas 
in Section 3.3 we have focused on results for multivalued nonexpansive mappings 
whose contents are essentially taken from Downing and Kirk [29], Dozo [30], Lim 
[60] and Morales [67]. In the concluding section, we have discussed some results for 
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asymptotically nonexpansive mappings. 
3.2. Nonexpansive Mappings 
Mappings which do not increase the distances between pairs of point and their 
images are called nonexpansive mappings, i.e., if C be a nonempty subset of Banach 
spaces, then a map T : C -^ X is said to be nonexpansive if 
\\Tx-Ty\\<\\x-y\\hTa\lx,yeC . 
Recognition of fixed point theory for non expansive mappings as a noteworthy avenue 
of research almost surely dates from the 1965 pubhcation of likely the most widely 
known result in the fixed point theory. Firstly it was proved in the setting of Hilbert 
space. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let H he a, Hilbert space and C be a nonempty closed convex 
bounded subset of H. Then every nonexpansive mapping T : C -)• C has a fixed 
point in C. 
Theorem 3.2.2. If C is a bounded closed and convex subset of a uniformly convex 
Banach space X and if T": C -> C is nonexpansive, then T has a fixed point. 
The above theorem was proved independently by Browder [16] and Gohde [37] 
respectively in the form stated above. Kirk [51] generalized these results in more 
general form. But before taking this basic and pioneer result we need some defin-
itions and results to provide the background for the proof. Which are essentially 
borrowed from Singh et al. [80]. 
Definition 3.2.3. Let C be a non empty subset of a Banach space X and T : C ^ X 
a mapping. Then T is said to be demiclosed at v E X ii for any sequence {xn} in 
C the following implification holds: 
x„ —^  M G C and Txn —)• v imply Tu = v. 
Now, we take some properties of demiclosed mappings especially in spaces which 
have the properties defined in chapter II. 
Theorem 3.2.4. Let X be a Banach space that satisfies the Opial's condition, C a 
nonempty weakly compact subset of X, and T : C -» X a nonexpansive mapping. 
Then the mapping I -T is demiclosed . 
The immediate corollary of above theorem is the following: 
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Corollary 3.2.5. Let X be a reflexive Banach space that satisfies the Opial's 
condition, C a nonempty closed convex subset of X, and T : C —)• X a nonexpansive 
mapping. Then / — T is demiclosed. 
We now extend the above result in a uniformly convex Banach space without Opial's 
condition. 
Theorem 3.2.6. Let C be a nonempty closed convex bounded subset of a uniformly 
convex Banach space X and T : C -> X a nonexpansive mapping. Then / — T is 
demiclosed on X. 
Theorem 3.2.7. Let C be nonempty closed convex bounded subset of a uniformly 
convex Banach space X and T : C -^ X a, nonexpansive mapping. Then (/ — T){C) 
is closed. 
A sequence {x„} C C is an approximating fixed point sequence of T if lim ||2;„— 
Txn\\ = 0. The approximating sequence has a fundamental role in the study of fixed 
point theory of nonexpansive mappings. Now, we give the two basic results regarding 
the approximating fixed point sequence of nonexpansive mappings. 
Theorem 3.2.8. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space X 
and T : C -^ X he & nonexpansive mapping that is weakly inward. Then for u € C 
and t G (0,1), there exists exactly one point Xt E C such that 
xt = {l- t)u + Txt . 
If C is bounded, then Xt — Txt -> 0 as t —)• 1. 
The following result is an easy consequence of above result. 
Corollary 3.2.9. Let C be a nonempty closed convex bounded subset of a Banach 
spaces X and T : C -^ C a. nonexpansive mapping. Then there exists a sequence 
[xn] in C such that lim \\xn - Txn\\ — 0. 
n->oo 
Now, we prove some fundamental existence fixed point theorems for nonexpan-
sive mappings in different classes of Banach space. 
Theorem 3.2.10. Let C be a nonempty closed convex bounded subset of a Banach 
space X and T : C ^ X be a nonexpansive mapping that is weakly inward. If / - T 
is closed, then T has a fixed point. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.8, x* - Tx^ -> 0 as t -> 1. 
This implies that 0 lies in the closure of (/ - T)(C). As 7 - T is closed, there exists 
a point veC such that (/ - T)v = 0. 
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Theorem 3.2.11. Let X be a reflexive Banach space with Opial's condition. Let C 
be a nonempty closed convex bounded subset of X and T : C -^ C a, nonexpansive 
mapping. Then T has a fixed point in C. 
By using above results, we present the following basic fixed point theorems due 
Browder [16] and Gohde [37]. 
Theorem 3.2.12. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space and C be a nonempty 
closed convex bounded subset of X. Then every nonexpansive mapping T : C ^ C 
has a fixed point. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.7 (/ - T){C) is closed. It follows from Theorem 3.2.9 that 
T has a fixed point in C. 
The following result is more general due to Kirk [51], in which he used the 
SmuHan criterion of a Banach space to be reflexive. 
Theorem 3.2.13. Let X be a Banach space. Then X is reflexive if and only if 
every bounded descending sequence (transfinite) of nonempty closed convex subset 
of X have a nonempty intersection. 
In 1965, Kirk [51] used this result to proved the following result: 
Theorem 3.2.14. Let C be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a 
reflexive Banach space X, and suppose that C has normal structure. liT : C ^ C 
is a nonexpansive mapping, then T has a fixed point in C. 
All conditions are necessary in the above theorem to demonstrate this we use 
following examples: 
Example 3.2.15.([79]) (For the closedness of C) Let X = M and C be interior of 
unit ball, that is, C = {x : \\x\\ < 1 }. Define a map T : C -^ C such that 
Tx = ~{x + a) where ||a!|| = 1, a is real. 
Li 
Obviously T is a nonexpansive mapping but T has no fixed point. 
Example 3.2.16.([79]) (For the convexity of C) Let X = M be a Hilbert space 
and C be the set containing just two points a and b, that is, C = (a, b}. Now 
define a map T : C ^ C such that Ta = b and Tb = a. Then it is clear that T is 
nonexpansive, but T has no fixed point. 
Example 3.2.17.([47]) (For the reflexivity) Consider X = C[0,1] with sup norm. 
We know that X is Banach space but not reflexive. 
Let C = { / € X : 0 = / ( 0 ) < / ( t ) < / ( l ) = l}-
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Define a map T : C —)• X by 
Tif) = tfit), V tG[0 , l ] . 
Then T is nonexpansive mapping and T has no fixed point in C. 
The foUowing theorem is also due to Kirk [51] in shghtly different setting. 
Theorem 3.2,18. Let X be Banach space and C be a nonempty weakly compact 
convex subset of X with normal structure. Then every nonexpansive mapping T : 
C -^ C has a fixed point. ' 
In 1972, Boston Jr. [28] try to weaker the condition of convexity. Before giving 
the result we need following definition: 
Definition 3.2.19. A subset C of Banach space is said to be starshaped if for any 
X G C and f G (0,1) there exists at least one p & C such that {I —t)p + tx ^ C. 
It is easy to observe that the class of convex subsets is a proper subclass of the 
class of starshaped subset. Now, we have the fixed point theorem for starshaped 
domain and it is due to Boston Jr. [28]. 
Theorem 3.2.20. Let C be compact starshaped subset of a Banach space X and 
suppose that T : C -^ C is a. nonexpansive mapping. Then T has a fixed point. 
In the same paper Boston Jr. [28] gave a result in which compactness is tried 
to weakened. 
Theorem 3.2.21. Suppose C is weakly compact starshaped subset of a Banach 
space X, and T : C -^ C is a nonexpansive mapping such that / —T is closed. Then 
T has a fixed point. 
It is not possible to take all results in this small exposition. After giving few 
main results due to Ray [72] and Singh and Watson [79], we will take the most recent 
result due to Haddadi et al. [39]. First we take the result due to Woodward [86]. 
Theorem 3.2.22. Let X and C satisfies all the condition of Kirk's theorem(i.e.. 
Theorem 3.2.13). If T : C -> C is a map which satisfies: 
\\Tx - Ty\\ < ^-{\\x - Tx\\ + \\y - Ty\\} for all x,yeC. 
Then T has a unique fixed point. 
In 1986, Singh and Watson [79] extended the result of Browder [15], for nonself 
nonexpansive mapping. 
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Theorem 3.2.23. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of Hilbert space H 
and T : C -^ H Si nonexpansive mapping. Let T{C) be bounded and T{dC) C C. 
Then T has a fixed point. 
Recently Haddadi et al. [39] have given a result for nonexpansive mappings 
by using the concept of asymptotic center. To formulate the result we need two 
following definitions: 
Definition 3.2.24. Let C be a bounded closed convex subset of X. Then a sequence 
{xn} C X is said to be an asymptotic center for a mapping T : C -> X if for each 
X e C, 
limsup \\Tx — Xn\\ < limsup \\xn — x\\. 
n—>oo n—>oo 
Definition 3.2.25. Let C be a nonempty subset X. We say C has the property 
{Z) if for every bounded sequence {x„} C X\C , the set Za{C, {xn}) is a nonempty 
and compact subset of C. 
Now we have the main result. 
Theorem 3.2.26. Let X be a Banach space and let C be a nonempty closed convex 
subset of X. If C satisfies property (Z), then every continuous mapping T : C -^ C, 
asymptotically admitting a center in C has a fixed point. 
Proof. Assume that T : C -> C is a continuous mapping and sequence {xn} is an 
asymptotic center. Let {xn} C X\C has a set of asymptotic center Za{C,{xn})-
Since C has the property (Z), Za{C, {xn}) is a nonempty and a compact and is also 
to verify that it is also convex. In order to obtain the result it is sufficient to prove 
that Za{C, {xn}) is T-invariant. To do this, let y € Za{C,Xn)- Since sequence {xn} 
is asymptotic center for T, we have 
ra{C, {xr,}) < limsup \\Ty - x\\ < limsup = ra{C, {xn}). 
This implies that Ty e Za{C, {x„}). Then by Schauder fixed point theorem Fix{T) 7^  
0. 
3.3. Multivalued Nonexpansive Mappings 
In this section we will study some result for multivalued nonexpansive mappings. 
We begin this section with basic definitions: 
Definition 3.3.1. Let C be a nonempty subset of Banach spaces X. Then a 
mapping T -.C -^ CB{X) is said to be nonexpansive mapping if 
H{Tx,Ty) < \\x - y\\ for all x,y eC. 
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where H{.,.) is the Hausdroff metric on CB(X). Recall that for the multivalued 
mapping, a point x G C is said to be fixed point of T if x G Tx. 
The earliest fixed point theorem in Banach spaces for multivalued mapping was 
given by Markin [65] in 1968 which is genuine extension of theorem of Browder [16]. 
To estabhsh this result he used the concepts of monotone mappings of H into K{H), 
where K{H) is the family of nonempty compact convex subset of H. The proof of 
the Theorem 3.3.3 also realizes on the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let X be a complete metric space and T : X -^ CB{X) be a 
nonexpansive mapping. Then T has a fixed point. 
Now, we give the main result of Markin [65]. 
Theorem 3.3.3. LaiT : H -^ K{H) be a contraction mapping such that T{x) C C 
for every x e C C H. Then T has a fixed point in C. 
In 1973, Dozo [30] extended the result of Markin [65], wherein he used the con-
cepts of Opial's condition by Opial [69]. Recall that the graph G{T) of a multivalued 
map r : a -> CB{X) is 
G{T) = {{x,y) eXxY: xeC, ye Tx}, 
where Y is another Banach space. Also for multivalued mapping we have: 
A mapping T is said to be demiclosed at y e ^ if 
{xn}{c C) -^ x and ?/„ G Txn -^ y^y eTx. 
First we give a result, which shows that a nonexpansive mapping is demiclosed. 
Theorem 3.3.4. Let C be a nonempty weakly compact subset of a Banach space 
with Opial's condition and T : C ^ K{X) be a nonexpansive mapping. Then (I-T) 
is demiclosed. 
By using the above theorem we can prove the following result, which is due to 
Dozo [30]. 
Theorem 3.3.5. Let X be a Banach space with the Opial's condition and C be a 
nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X, and T : C -)• K{C) a nonexpansive 
mapping. Then T has a fixed point. 
There is an important result due to Assad and Kirk [4], which is as follows: 
Theorem 3.3.6. Let X be a complete and metrically convex space, C be a 
nonempty closed subset of X. If T : C -> CB{X) is a contraction map and 
TxcC for each x G dC, then there exists xeC such that x G Tx. 
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The following result is the corollary of above result: 
Corollary 3.3.7. Let X be a Banach space, C be a closed convex subset of C and 
K he 0: closed subset of C. liT : K -^ CB{C) is a contraction mapping such that 
T{x) C K for each x e dcK, then T has a fixed point. 
In a parallel development of Assad and Kirk [4], several other important result 
were given out of which following are notable: 
Ko [54] proved the following important theorem for multivalued nonexpansive 
mapping defined on semiconvex subset of Banach space. Proof of the result of Ko 
[54] realizes upon the following theorems: 
Theorem 3.3.8. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of Banach space X. 
If T : C —)• 2*^  is upper semicontinuous, inf {c?(a;, Tx) : a; £ C} = 0 and / — T is a 
semiconvex mapping on C, then T has a fixed point in C. 
Theorem 3.3.9. Let C be a nonempty closed bounded and convex subset of a 
Banach spaces X. If T : C —)• CB{X) is nonexpansive mapping, then inf{(i(x, Tx) : 
xeC} = 0. 
Now we give the main result of Ko [54]. 
Theorem 3.3.10. Let C be a non empty weakly compact convex subset of a Banach 
space X. If r : C —)• C{X) is nonexpansive mapping. Then T has a fixed point in 
C provided / — T is semiconvex on C. 
In 1974, Lim [60], extended the previous results to uniformly convex Banach 
space. To prove his results, Lim [60] used the technique of asymptotic center given 
by Edelstein [32]. 
Theorem 3.3.11. Let X be uniformly convex Banach space and C be a closed 
bounded nonempty subset of X. Let T : C -^ K{C) be a nonexpansive mapping. 
Then T has a fixed point in C. 
In 1980, Yanagi [92] gave the results which generalized the results of Dozo [30] 
and Assad and Kirk [4]. Also, in this paper he proved a result for nonexpansive 
mapping with nonconvex domain. To establish the results he used the following 
result of Downing and Kirk [29]. 
Theorem 3.3.12. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset oiX and let T : C -> 
K{X) be a contraction mapping. If T{x) C cl{Ic{x)) for each x eC, then T has a 
fixed point. 
By using Theorem 3.3.12, Yanagi [92] proved the following: 
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Theorem 3.3.13. Let C be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of a Banach 
space X and T : C -^ K{X) be a nonexpansive mapping such that Tx C cl{Ic{x)) 
for each x 6 C. If (I-T) is demiclosed on K, then T has a fixed point. 
The following theorem is proved when underlying spaces satisfies Opial's con-
dition. 
Theorem 3.3.14. Let C be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of a Ba-
nach space X which satisfies Opial's condition. If T : C ^ ^i^) is nonexpansive 
mapping such that Tx C cl{Ic{x)) for each x 6 C, then T has a fixed point. 
If we replace C by compact set C then we get the following corollary: 
Corollary 3.3.15. Let C be a compact convex subset of a Banach space X and let 
T : C -^ K(X) be a nonexpansive such that Tx C cl{Ic{x)) for each x e C Then 
T has a fixed point. 
Now, we will have fixed point theorems for multivalued mappings on starshaped 
subset of Banach spaces, indeed which is a bigger class of subsets than the class of 
convex subsets. To establish the result first we study the notion of asymptotic center 
and asypmtotic radius of {x„}. 
Definition 3.3.16. For a subset C of a Banach space X and a bounded sequence 
{x„} in X we define, 
AR{C, {xn}) = inf{limsup \\y - x„|| : y G C} 
n—>cx5 
and 
A{C, {xn]) = {zeC : limsup \\z - Xn\\ = AR{C, {x„})} 
n-^oo 
The set A{C, {x„}) and the number AR{C, {xn}) are called asymptotic center and 
asymptotic radius of {xn} relative to C respectively. Now we take a technical result 
regarding these two notions.The results have been taken from Edelstein [33]. 
Theorem 3.3.17. Let X be a Banach space and C be a subset of X. Then we 
have the following: 
(i) If C is convex, then A{C, {x„}) is convex, 
(ii) if C is closed, then A{C, {x„}) is closed, 
(in) if C is weakly compact, then A{C, {xn}) is nonempty, 
(iv) if X is uniformly convex and C is bounded, closed and convex, then A{C, {x„}) 
is a nonempty and 
{y)A{C,{Xn})CdCUA{X,{Xn}). 
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Now, we have the following: 
Theorem 3.3.18. Let C be a nonempty weakly compact star-shaped subset of a 
uniformly convex Banach space X and T : C ^ ^i^) be a nonexpansive mapping. 
If for each x e dC, Tx C C and Xx + {I - \)Tx C C for some A e (0,1), then T 
has a fixed point. 
Another important result for multivalued nonexpansive mappings was obtained 
by Kirk and Massa [52]. 
Theorem 3.3.19. Let C be a nonempty closed bounded convex subset of a Banach 
space X and T : C -^ K{C) be a nonexpansive mapping which satisfies the inward-
ness condition. Suppose that asymptotic center in C of each bounded sequence of 
X is nonempty and compact. Then T has a fixed point. 
In 2001, Xu [90] proved several results for multivalued mapping which satisfies 
the inwardness condition. In those results he used the consequence of a theorem of 
Deimling [25]. Also, he gave a positive answer to the question raised by Deimling 
[25]. First we give the result which extends the result of Kirk and Massa [52] to 
nonself nonexpansive mappings. 
Theorem 3.3.20. Let C be a nonempty closed bounded convex subset of a Banach 
space X and T : C -^ K{X) be a nonexpansive mapping which satisfies the inward-
ness condition. Suppose that the asymptotic center in C of each bounded sequence 
of X is nonempty and compact. Then T has a fixed point. 
In the same paper, Xu [90] prove that result holds good even we replace the 
condition of inwardness by boundary condition, Tx fl Ic{'^) / 0- We have the 
following: 
Theorem 3.3.21. If C is a compact convex subset of Banach space X and T : C -^ 
K{X) is a nonexpansive mapping satisfying the boundary condition : 
TxrMc{x) 7^  0 for all x e C, 
then T has a fixed point. 
Now we give the theorem of Deimling [25] and subsequently give the question raised 
by him. 
Theorem 3.3.22. Let C be a nonempty closed subset of a Banach space X and 
T : C -^ F{X) (where F(C)is nonempty closed subset of C) is a contraction. 
Assume that T is weakly inward on E and that each x e C has a nearest point in 
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Tx. Then T has a fixed point. 
Question: Does Theorem 3.3.18 remain vahd if the condition Tx C Ic{x) for all x G 
C is replaced by Tx C x + '{X{y - x) : A > 1, y ^ C} ? 
The answer is yes. Here we give we the following result due to Xu [90]: 
Theorem 3.3.23. Assume that X is a Banach space, C is a closed subset of X and 
T : C -> 2^ is a contraction with closed and satisfying the condition 
TxCx + {X{y -x):X>l, yeCjV XEC. 
Assume that each x E C has a nearest point in Tx. Then T has a fixed point. 
Since now we have seen a lot of results for multivalued nonexpansive mapping. 
But, however many questions are still open. For instance, the possibihty of extending 
the well-known Kirk's result, that is, do Banach spaces with weak normal structure 
have the fixed point property for multivalued nonexpansive mappings? Since weak 
normal structure is implied by different geometrical properties of Banach spaces, it 
is natural study if those properties imply the existence of fixed point for multivalued 
mappings. 
In 2006, Dhompongsa et al.[26] introduced the Domnguez-Lorenzo (DL) con-
dition and property (D) which imply the existence of fixed point for multivalued 
nonexpansive mappings. Recall that Kuratowski, separation and Hausdorff mea-
sure of noncompactness of a nonempty bounded subset C of X are respectively 
defined as the numbers: 
a{C) = m{{d > 0 : C can be covered by finitely many sets of diameters < d} 
(5{C) = sup{e > 0 : there exists a sequence {xn} in C such that sep({xn}) > e}, 
where sep{{xn}) = inf{||x„ - Xm\\ : n ^ m}and 
x{C) = inf{rf > 0 : C can be covered by finitely many balls of radn <d.} 
Definition 3.3.24. A multivalued mapping T :£"-)• 2^ is called (/(-condensing (resp. 1-
(/) - contraction) where 0 is a measure of noncompactness and E is the nonempty 
subset of X. If for each bounded subset C of E with (j){C) > 0, there holds the 
inequality 
<P{T{C)) < 0(C) {resp4{T{C)) < 4>{C)). 
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Here T(C) = (J Tx. 
x€C 
Before stating the main result we need the following definitions which are es-
sentially borrowed from Ayerbe [5]. 
Definition 3.3.25. Let X be a Banach space and (j) = a, P or x- The modulus of 
noncompact convexity associated with (j) is defined as follows: 
Ax,< (^e) = inf{l - dist{0,A) : Ac Bx is convex, ^{A) > e} 
where Bx is the unit ball of X. 
The characteristic of noncompact convexity of X associated with measure non-
compactness (/) is defined by, 
e^{X) = sup{£ > 0 : AxA^) = 0}-
The relationship among the different moduli is 
Ax,a(e) < AxA^) < ^xje) 
and consequently £a{X) > epiX) > £x(^)-
Now we take some more definitions: 
Definition 3.3.26. A Banach space X is said to be satisfy the property WORTH 
if for any x & X and any weakly null sequence {xn} in X, 
limsup \\xn + x\\ = limsup \\xn — x\\. 
n-¥oo n—>oo 
Definition 3.3.27 Let {xn} be a bounded sequence and C be a bounded closed 
convex subset of X. Then {x„} is called regular relative to C if AR{C, {xn}) = 
AR{C, {x„.}) for all subsequences {xm} of {xn}- Further, {xn} is called asymptot-
ically uniform relative to E if 
A{C, {xn}) = A{C,Xni) for all subsequences {xm} of the sequence {x„}. 
Lim [60] prove the following: 
Theorem 3.3.28. Let {a;„} and C be as above. Then we have the following: 
(i) There always exists a subsequence of {x„} which is regular to C and 
(ii) if C is seperable, then {x„} contains a subsequence which is asymptotic uniform 
relative to C. 
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By using above concepts, in 2004 Benavids et al. [8] proved the following fixed 
point theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.29. Let X be a Banach space with £p{X) < 1. Assume that T : 
C —)• KC{X) is nonexpansive and 1 - x is a contractive mapping such that T{C) 
is bounded set and which satisfy inwardness condition, where C is nonempty closed 
bounded convex seprable subset of X. Then T has a fixed point. 
Moreover in the same year by using same tools they [7] solved the open problem 
posed by Lim [60] on the existence of fixed point of multivalued nonexpansive map-
ping T : C ^ K{C), where C is closed convex subset of a nearly uniformly convex 
Banach space X. 
Definition 3.3.30. A Banach space X is said to be satisfy the Dominguez-Lorenzo 
condition if there exists a A G [0,1) such that every weakly compact convex subset 
C of X and every bounded sequence {x„} in C which is regular relative to C, 
rciAiC {xJ ) ) < Xr{C, {x„}) 
where rc{-,-) is Chebyshev radius. 
Now we have the following direct consequence from the above definition. 
Tiieorem 3.3.31. Let X be a Banach space satisfying the D-L condition. Then X 
has a weak normal structure. 
In view of above result and well known fixed point theorem of Kirk [51], we 
can conclude that every Banach space X which satisfies the D-L condition has fixed 
point property, i.e., 
Tiieorem 3.3.32. Let C be a weakly compact convex subset of Banach space X. If 
C satisfies D-L condition, then multivalued nonexpansive mapping T : C ^ KC{C) 
has a fixed point. 
Moreover the next result shows that every reflexive Banach space that satisfies 
D-L condition has fixed point for certain multivalued nonexpansive mapping. 
Theorem 3.3.33. Let X be a reflexive Banach space satisfying D-L condition and 
let C be a bounded closed convex seperable set of X. If T : C -)• KC{C) is a 
nonexpansive mapping and I — x contraction mapping such that T{C) is bounded 
which satisfies the inwardness condition. Then T has a fixed point. 
In 2007, Benavids and Gavira [9] have established the fixed point theorem for 
multivalued nonexpansive mapping in terms of the modulus of squareness, universal 
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infinite-dimensional modulus and Opial modulus. While Kaewkhao [45] has estab-
lished the result by using the concepts of James constant, the Jordan-von Neumann 
Constant and weak orthogonality. Recently in 2010, Zhang and Cui [97] gave a 
fixed point theorem by using the Jordan-ven Neuman constant. The Jordan-ven 
Neumann constant CNJ{X) was defined in 1937 by Clarkson [23] as 
{ II I [ 9 II 119 N 
Also they used the Benavids coefficient R{1, X) which is defined by Benavids [7], as 
follows: 
R{1,X) = sup(liminf ||a;„ + x\\} 
where the supremum is taken over all x ^ X with ||x|| < 1 and all weakly null 
sequence {xn} in Bx- Now following result is due to Zhang and Cui [97] wherein 
they used Theorem 3.3.28. 
Theorem 3.3.34. Let C be a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of a Banach 
spaces X such that CNJ{X) < iwrkui)'^/^ ^^^ T : C ^ KC{C) be a nonexpansive 
mapping. Then T has a fixed point. 
We conclude this section by the following corollary of above theorem in which 
Zhang and Cui [97] used the Zbaganu constant defined by Zbaganu [93] as follows: 
C z ( X ) ^ s u p { " ' ; + ^'|"^~f"- : x , y G X , ||x||-f ||y|| > 0}. 
Corollary 3.3.35. Let C be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of a Ba-
nach space X such that Cz{X) < (1 + l / i ? ( l ,X))72 and T : C -4 KC{C) be a 
nonexpansive mapping. Then T has a fixed point. 
3.4. Asymptotically Nonexpansive Mappings 
In second section we have seen some existence theorems for nonexpansive map-
ping in different classes of Banach spaces. But, one may observe that some results 
will not hold good if we allow the Lipschitz constant K run greater than 1 in case of 
underlying space is a Hilbert space. To enlarge the class of nonexpansive mapping 
in 1972, Goebel and Kirk [35] noticed that there are classes of mappings which he 
between the nonexpansive and those mapping with Lipschitz constant K > 1 for 
which fixed point theorem do exists. 
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Definition 3.4.1. Let C be a nonempty subset of Banach space X. A Lipschitzian 
mapping T : C ^ C satisfying | |r"x - T"?/|| < kn\\x - y\\ for all x,y 6 C is said to 
be 
(i) uniformly K-Lipschitzian if fc„ = ii' V n > 1, 
(ii) asymptotically nonexpansive mapping if for each n e N, kn > 1 with lim kn = 
n—>oo 
1. 
The following example shows that the class of asymptotical nonexpansive map-
pings is wider than the class of nonexpansive mappings. 
Example 3.4.2. Let BH denote the closed unit ball in Hilbert space f and T : 
Bff -> Bff be a mapping defined by 
Tixi, X2, ) = (0, xl, a2X2, a3X3,...) 
00 
where {aj} is a sequence of real number such that 0 < 02 < 1 and fj ^i = i-
i=2 
Then we have, 
\\Tx~Ty\\=2\\x-y\\{ova,\lx,yeBH, 
that is, T is Lipschitzian but not nonexpansive mapping. 
Observe that, | | r"x - T"y|| < 2 II ai||a; - y\\ for all x,y E BH, n>2 
i=2 
n 
Here , A;„ = 2 17*^1"^ 1 as n —>• 00. 
i=2 
Therefore T is asymptotical nonexpansive mapping. 
The first fixed point theorem for asymptotical nonexpansive mapping was proved 
by Goebel and Kirk [35], which is the generalization of the result of Browder [16]. 
Theorem 3.4.3. Let C be a nonempty, closed and bounded subset of a uniformly 
convex Banach space X, and T : C —)• C be a asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. 
Then T has a fixed point. 
Recall that, normal structure coefficient of X, N{X) = inf{^7^}, where infi-
mum is taken over all closed bounded and convex subset C of X with more than 
one point and 5{C) = sup{||a; -y\\,x,y e C} is the diameter of C and rc{C) is the 
self Chebyshev radius of C. It is observed that if N{X) > 1, then X has uniform 
normal structure. With the help of normal structure coefficient, Casini and Maluta 
[19] proved the following existence fixed point theorem: 
Theorem 3.4.4. Let X be a Banach space and C be a closed bounded convex 
subset of X. If k < ^/N{X), then T : C -^ C (uniformly k- Lipschitzian mapping) 
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has a fixed point. 
The following theorem is slightly more general and it is given by Lim and Xu 
[61] in 1994. 
Theorem 3.4.5. Let C be a nonempty bounded subset of a Banach space X 
with uniform normal structure. Let T : C ^ C he a, uniformly k-Lipschitzian 
mappmg with k < y/N{X). Supp ose that there exists a nonempty closed bounded 
and convex subset 7^ of C such that 
X e K ^ u!^u{x) C k , 
where oo^ix) is the weak w-hmit set of T at X, that is, the set 
{y E X :y — weak — WmT^^x for some Uj —)• oo}. 
Then T has a fixed point. 
It has been proved that Opial's condition implies weak normal structure and, 
hence, the fixed point property for nonexpansive mapping. However, it is not clear 
whether Opial's condition implies fixed point property for asymptotical nonexpan-
sive mappings. Lim and Xu [61] gave the partial answer to this question. To 
establish their result they used the concepts of duality map. Recall that a Banach 
space X is said to have a weakly continuous duality map if there exists a gauge ip 
such that the duality map J^ is single valued and continuous from X with the weak 
topology to X* with the weak* topology. Browder has shown that a space with 
weakly continuous duahty map is easily seen to satisfy Opial's condition. Now we 
have the following result. 
Theorem 3.4.6. Suppose X is a Banach space with a weakly continuous du-
ality map J^, C is weakly compact convex subset of X, and T : C —)• C is an 
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. Then T has a fixed point. 




where the supremum is taken over all bounded nonconstant sequence [xn} in X. 
Also, he proved that if D{X) < 1, then X is reflexive and has a normal structure 
and hence the fixed point property for nonexpansive mapping. But, it is not clear if 
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D{X) < 1 implies the fixed point property asymptotically nonexpansive mapping. 
Lim and Xu [61] provided two partial answers to this problem. 
Theorem 3.4.7. Suppose that X is a Banach space such that D{X) < 1, and C 
is a closed bounded convex subset of X and that T : C -^ C is an asymptotically 
nonexpansive mapping. Suppose, in addition, T^x — T^+^x —^  0 for all x in C. 
Then T has a fixed pont. 
Theorem 3.4.8. Let C be a closed bounded convex subset of a Banach space 
which is uniformly convex in every direction and for which D{X) < 1. liT : C ^ C 
is an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping, then T has a fixed point. 
One of the most fundamental and celebrated result in the theory of nonexpansive 
mapping is Browder's demiclosed principle which states that if X is a uniformly 
convex Banach space, C is a nonempty closed convex subset of X, and T : C ^ X 
is a nonexpansive mapping, then I — T is demiclosed. The principle is also valid 
in a Banach space satisfying Opial's condition(cf.[69]). It has been observed that 
the demiclosedness principle plays a key role in studying of asymptotic and erogodic 
behaviour of nonexpansive mapping. The demiclosed principle for asymptotical 
nonexpansive mapping was proved by Xu [87] in 1991 in the setting of uniformly 
convex Banach space. Again, it is not clear that if this result is valid, the Banach 
space satisfies the Opial's condition. Lin et al. [62] tried to verify demiclosedness 
principle for asymptotical nonexpansive mapping. But they could prove their results 
to the class of Banach space with locally uniform Opial's condition and with uniform 
Opial's condition. 
Theorem 3.4.9. Let C be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of a Banach 
space X with locally uniform Opial's condition, and T : C —>• C be a asymptotically 
nonexpansive mapping. Then / — T is demiclosed at zero. 
Proof. To prove the theorem we need following lemma: 
Lemma 3.4.10. Suppose X is a Banach space satisfying Opial's condition and 
C, T are as in the theorem above. Suppose also {xn} is sequence in C converging 
weakly to x and for which the sequence {xn - Txn} converges strongly to 0. Then 
{T"'x} converges weakly to x. 
Now to prove the theorem, suppose we are given a sequence {x„} in C such 
that Xn-^ X and a;„ - Txn -^ 0. Then by above lemma we have T'^x -^ x. Since T 
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is asymptotically nonexpansive mapping, then we have, 
limsup(limsup||T"x-r'"x||) < limsup(limsupfc^||r"-^a;-a;||) = limsup | | r "x-x | | . 
By theorem ...T'"x —^  x and, hence, by continuity Tx=x. 
Lin et al. [62] also proved the result for those Banach spaces which satisfy the 
uniform Opial's condition. 
Theorem 3.4.11. Suppose X is a Banach space satisfying the uniform Opial's 
condition, C is a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of X, and T : C -> C is 
an asymptotical nonexpansive mapping. Then T has a fixed point. 
During the AMS session on Functional Analysis at the San-Francisco Joint 
Mathematics Meeting, January 1995, Kirk raise the following question: 
Question : Does the uniformal normal structure imply the existence of fixed point 
of asymptotically nonexpansive mapping? 
In 2000, Kim and Xu [49] gave the affirmative answer to the question, which is 
as follows; 
Theorem 3.4.12. Let X be a Banach space with uniform normal structure and 
C be a nonempty closed convex subset of X. If T : C ^ C is an asymptotically 
nonexpansive mapping, then T has a fixed point. 
In 2002, Li and Sims [59] gave the answer to the question raised by Kim and 
Xu [49] and extended their result to the mapping of asymptotically nonexpansive 
type. 
Definition 3.4.13. Let C be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X.Then a 
mapping T : C ^ C is said to asymptotically nonexpansive type if for each x e C 
limsup{sup | |r"x - r"y|l - \\x - y\\} < 0. 
Now we have the following results: 
Theorem 3.4.14. Let T be a continuous self mapping of asymptotically nonex-
pansive type defined on a nonempty bounded subset of X equipped with uniform 
normal structure. If there exists a nonempty closed convex subset K oiC satisfying 
X e K ^ u>.w{x) C K, 
then T has fixed point. 
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Since, asymptotically nonexpansive mapping is of asymptotically nonexpansive 
type. Then, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 3.4.15. Let C and X be as above and let T : C ^ C is an asymptoto-
cally nonexpansive mapping, suppose there exists a closed bounded subset A' of C 
such that 
X e K =^ LUy,{x) C K, 
then T has fixed point. 
The following corollary is the slight generalization of the results of Lim and Xu 
[61]: 
Corollary 3.4.16. Let X be a Banach space with uniformal normal structure and 
let C be a closed, convex and bounded subset oiX. Suppose T : C ^ Cis continuous 
mapping of asymptotically nonexpansive type, then T has a fixed point. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOME STRONG CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
4.1. Introduction 
In the last chapter, we undertake some relatively new existence (fixed point) 
theorems for nonexpansive mapping defined on different classes of Banach spaces. 
Fixed point theory of nonexpansive mappings is relatively more complicated as com-
pared to the fixed point theory of contraction mappings. As discussed earlier, we 
know that fixed point theory of a contraction mappings revolves around the Banach 
Contraction Principle which asserts that in respect of a contraction mapping (de-
fined on a complete metric space), the sequence of iterates converges to the unique 
fixed point of the mappings. But the same is not true for nonexpansive mappings 
in general as substanciated by the following examples: 
Example 4.1.1. Let X = R and T be the mapping defined hy Tx = x. Then it 
is easy to check that T is a nonexpansive mapping and T has more than one fixed 
point. 
Example 4.1.2. ([80]) Let T : [-1,1] ^ [-1,1] be a mapping given by Tx = - x . 
Then for XQ / 0, x^+i = Txn does not converges to 0. 
Example 4.1.3. ([80]) Suppose that T : R ^ M is a mapping given by 
Tx = l-x, 
then the sequence of iterates Xn+i = Txn, for XQ = 1, X2n = 1 and X2n+i = 0 forn > 
1 does not converge to a;o = 1. 
It is natural to investigate the conditions and different approximation scheme for 
which sequence of iterates of nonexpansive mappings converges. In 1967, Browder 
[17] proved first strong convergence theorem for the sequence of iterates of nonex-
pansive mapping in the setting of Hilbert space. The result presented in the section 
4.2 are mainly taken from Browder [17], Reich[73], and Takahashi and Ueda [83]. 
In the section 4.3, we study some strong convergence theorems for non-self nonex-
pansive mappings. Firstly, Singh and Watson [79] proved convergence theorem for 
non-self nonexpansive mapping which is an extension of the Browder's convergence 
theorem. The result given in the section 4.3 can be found in Jung and Kim [44], Xu 
[88], Xu and Yin [91] and Shioji and Takahashi [77]. 
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4.2. Some Strong Convergence Theorems for Nonexpansive 
Mappings 
In this section, we study strong convergence theorem of approximants of non-
expansive mappings. In 1967, Browder [17] proved the first strong convergence 
theorem for the nonexpansive mapping in the setting of Hilbert space. 
Theorem 4.2.1. [17] Let C be a nonempty closed convex bounded subset of a 
Hilbert space H. Let u be an element in C and Gt • C ^ C, t G (0,1) the family 
of mapping defined by 
Gtx = (1 - t)u + tTx, xeC. 
Then we have the following, 
(i) There is exactly one fixed point Xt of Gt, i.e., 
xt = {l- t)u + tTxt. 
(ii) The sequence {xt} converges strongly to Fu as t —)• 1 where P is the metric 
projection mapping from C onto F{T). 
Now, we define the Mann iteration process, which will be used to approximate 
to fixed point of nonlinear mappings. 
Definition 4.2.2. [64] Let C be a nonempty convex subset of a linear space X 
and T : C ^ C be a mapping. Let {Qf„} be a sequence such that 0 < «„ < 1 for all 
oo 
n E N and ^ a„ = oo. Define a sequence {xn} in C by 
n=l 
"^^ ^ ^ ' (4.2.2.1) 
Xn+i = M{xn,an,T),n e N; 
where M{xn,an,T) = (1 — ctn)xn + ctnTxn- Then the sequence {xn} is called the 
Mann iteration. 
The following results.are very important for approximation of fixed points of 
non expansive mapping: 
Theorem 4.2.3. Let C be a nonempty convex subset of a normed space X and 
T : C -> C be a mapping with a fixed point p in C such that 
| | r x - p | | < \\x-p\\ for all x e a 
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Then for the Mann iteration {x„} defined by (4.2.2.1) with {a„} in [0,1], Um ||x„ — 
n—*oo 
p\\ exists. 
Theorem 4.2.4. Let C be a nonempty convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach 
space X and T : C —> C be a mapping with F{T) ^ 0 satisfying the condition: 
\\Tx - p\\ < \\x - p\\ for all X € C and p e F{T). 
oo 
Define a sequence {x„} in C by (4.2.2.1) with restriction that Y^ min{a„, 1 — a„} = 
OO. Then liminf ||x„ — Txn\\ = 0. 
n—>oo 
In 1969, Outlaw [70] proved a strong convergence theorem for compact convex 
Banach space. 
Theorem 4.2.5. [70] Let C be a compact convex subset of a strictly Banach space 
X and T : C —>• 6* be a nonexpansive mapping on C. For a x G C, we define the 
sequence {x„} in C by 
Then {a;„} converges strongly to a fixed point of T. 
Krasnoselki [56] gave the following basic result, which is genuine generalization 
of above result to the uniformly convex Banach space. 
Theorem 4.2.6. [56] Let C be a nonempty closed convex bounded subset of a 
uniformly convex Banach space X and T be a nonexpansive mapping of C into a 
compact subset of C. Let xi G C be an arbitrary point in C. Then the sequence 
{xn} defined by 
Xn+i = -{Xn + TXn), U E: N 
converges strongly to a fixed point of T in C. 
Proof. It is easy to see that F{T) 7^  0 by Schauder's fixed point theorem. Let 
p e F(T). Then the lim ||x„ - p\\ exists by Theorem 4.2.3 and Theorem 4.2.4 
n-400 
implies that 
liminf | l x„ -Tx„ 11 = 0. (4.2.6.1) 
n-^00 
Note that 
\Xn+l - TXn+l\\ < -{\\Xn - TXn+l\\ + | |Tx„ - T x „ + i | | ; 
< -{\\Xn - Xn+l\\ + \\Xn-tl - Tx„+ i | | + \\Xn ~ Xn+l\\), 
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which gives 
||xji+i — Txn+ill < \\xn — Txn\\ for all n & N. 
This means that lim ||x„ — Txn\\ exists. Using (4.2.6.1), 
n—>oo 
\\xn-Txn\\ - > O a s n - > o o . (4.2.6.2) 
Because sequence {Txn} is in compact set, there exists a subsequence {Tx^f.} of 
{Txn} such that Txn^. —)• u G C. Hence from (4.2.6.2), we have x„j. —)• v. Because T 
is continuous, t; is a fixed point of T. Note hm \\xn — v\\ = lim \\xn^. — v\\ exists. 
n—>oo k—t-oo 
Therefore, {xn} converges strongly to a fixed point of T in C. 
In 1972, Groetsch [38], gave the result for nonexpansive mappings which have 
the fixed points for noncompact domain. 
Theorem 4.2.7. ([38]) Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly 
convex Banach space X. T : C —)• C be a nonexpansive mapping which has at 
least one fixed point, and {a„} be a sequence of non-negative real number such that 
0 < an < I and ^ «„(! - oin) = oo. Suppose that (/ - T) maps closed bounded 
7 1 = 1 
subset of C into closed subset of C. Then the sequence {x„} defined by (4.2.2.1) 
converges strongly to a fixed of T. 
In 1976, Ishikawa [42] extended the result of Outlaw [70] to general Banach 
space. 
Theorem 4.2.8. Let C be a compact convex subset of a Banach space X and 
T : C -^ C be a nonexpansive mapping. Let define the sequences {x^} and {«„} 
as in (4.2.2.1) with restriction limsupa„ < 1- Then the sequence {xn} converges 
n->oo 
strongly to a fixed point T. 
Now we present a notable strong convergence theorem for nonexpansive map-
ping in uniformly smooth Banach space. Which is given by Reich[73] in 1980, and 
generalized the Browder's [17] theorem. 
Theorerai 4.2.9. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly smooth 
Banach space X and T : C -> C be a nonexpansive mapping. Now, let for x € C 
and t G (0,1), Gj : C -> C be the family of mappings defined by Gt{x) = (1 - t)x + 
tTGt{x). If T has a fixed point, then for each x 6 C, liinGt{x) exists and is a fixed 
point of T. 
In 1983, Reich [74] posed the following problem: 
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Problem: Let X be a Banach space. Is there any sequence {a„} such that when-
ever a weakly compact convex subset C of X having the fixed point property for 
nonexpansive mappings, then the sequence {x^} defined by 
Xn = 2; C O, , ^ (4.2.9.1 
2;„+i = an+ix + (1 - an+iTxn) n = 0,1,2,... 
where 0 < «„ < 1 and a„ -> 0, converges to a fixed point of T for all a; G C and all 
nonexpansive T : C —>• C7 
In 1992, Wittmann [85] solved the problem in the case when X is Hilbert space. 
Theorem 4.2.10. Let C be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space X and 
T" : C —>• C be a nonexpansive mapping such that F{T) is nonempty. Let x be an 
element of C and let {«„} be a real sequence which satisfies 0 < a„ < 1, lim «„ = 0, 
n—s-oo 
oo oo 
^ a„ = oo and ^ |an+i — Q;n| < oo- Then the sequence {x„} defined by (4.2.9.1) 
n=0 n= l 
XQ = X e C, and Xn+i = a-n+ix + (1 — Oin+iTx^), converges strongly to the element 
of F{T) which is nearest to x in F{T). 
In 1994, Shioji and Takahashi[77] extended the result of Wittmann [85] to Ba-
nach space. 
Theorem 4.2.11. Let X be a Banach space whose norm is Gateaux differentiable 
and let C be closed, convex subset of X. Let T : C —>• C be a nonexpansive 
mapping such that F{T) ^ 0. Let {a„} be a sequence which satisfies 0 < «„ < 1, 
oo oo 
hm an = 0, J ] a„ = oo and ^ |an+i — Q^ n| < oo. Let x G C and let {xn} be the 
»^<» n=0 n=l 
sequence defined by (4.2.9.1). Assume that {zt} converges strongly to z G F(T) as 
110, where t € (0,1), Zt is a unique element of C which satisfies Zt = tx + {l — t)Tzt. 
Then {xn} converges strongly to z. 
There are lots of result after this in this direction [cf. Aleyner [3], Chang et 
al. [20], Chidume and Chidume[21], Shimizui and Takahashi [76] and Zhang and 
Tian [96]] but space does not allow us to collect all those. We only take some recent 
developments of the subject. 
In 2007, Huang and Wang [41] gave the following two results, which are partial 
answers to the open problem posed by Halpern [40] and extend the result of Zhang 
and Tian [96] and Shimizu and Takahashi [76]. The results are as foUows: 
Theorem 4.2.12. Let 6* be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex 
Banach space with a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm. Suppose that T : C ^ 
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C is a nonexpansive mapping and the sequence {xn} is defined by (4.2.9.1). If 
lim an = 0, then {x„} converges strongly to a fixed point of T. 
Theorem 4.2.13. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly smooth 
Banach space X. Suppose that T : C ^ C is a nonexpansive mapping and that a 
{xn} is a sequence satisfying Um ||x„ — Txn\\ = 0, then {xn} converges strongly to 
n->oo 
a fixed point of T. 
Recently, Zhang [95] extended the result of Chidume and Chidume [21] and Chang 
et al.[20]. 
Theorem 4.2.14. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space 
X which has uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm. Suppose that T : C ^ C 
is a nonexpansive mapping with F{T) ^ 0. Let {a„} and {/?„} be two sequences 
satisfying 0 < a„, /?n < 1, lim Qfn = 0, ^ a„ = oo and hm /?„ = !. For a fixed 
8 e (0,1), and y, XQ 6 C, let {x„} be a sequence defined by 
Vn = (^nXn + (1 " Pn)[{l - S)Xn + 5TXn], 
Xn+i = any + (1 - Oin)[{l - S)yn + 8Tyn] Vn > 0. 
Suppose that {zt} converges strongly to a fixed point z of T as t —)• 0, where for any 
0 < f < 1, satisfies Zt = ty -\- {1 — t)Tzt. Then sequence {xn} converges strongly to 
a fixed point. 
Recently Kim et al. [50] proved the Browder [15] type strong convergence for 
S-nonexpansive mapping. To establish the theorem we need some definitions and 
related results: 
Definition 4.2.15.([50]) Let C be a subset of a Banach space X. Suppose that 
T : C —> C is a nonexpansive mapping and that S : C -^ X \s another mapping. 
Then T is said to be S-nonexpansive if 
\\Tx - Ty\\ < \\Sx - Sy\\ for all x,y € C. 
Now, let 5, T : C —?• C be two mappings, then we defined, 
Cs,T = {u^C:Su = Tu]. 
Moreover, a mapping T is said be ^-affine defined on a ^-starshaped subset C of 
a normed space X if 
tTx + (1 - t)Tq e C for all a; G C and 0 < t < 1. 
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Now, we have the final result of this section which is due to Kim et al. [50] which 
extends the Browder's convergence theorem for S-nonexpansive mapping. 
Theorem 4.2.16.([50]) Let X be a reflexive Banach space with a weakly continuous 
duality mapping J : X ^ X*. Let C be a weakly closed subset oi X, S : C -^ C he 
a affine weakly continuous mapping with q G F{S) such that C is g—starshaped. Let 
T : C ^ C be an 5*—nonexpansive mapping with CS,T ^  0 and let {x\ : A G (0,1)} 
be the approximating curve in C defined 
xx = Sxx = (1 - A)g + XTxx. 
Then lim xx = x exists and x e F{S) D F{T). 
A->-l 
4.3. Some Convergence Theorems for Non-self Nonexpansive 
IVIappings 
In the last section we have seen some strong convergence theorems for self 
nonexpansive mappings. In this section, we discuss some strong convergence of 
approximant of non-self non expansive mappings. In 1986, Singh and Watson [79] 
proved a theorem for non-self nonexpansive mappings. This theorem is an extension 
theorem of Browder's [17] strong convergence theorem in Hilbert space. 
Theorem 4.3.1. ([79]) Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert 
space H and T : C —)• if be a nonexpansive mapping such that T{dC) Q C and 
T{C) is bounded. Let u be an element in C and defined Gt : C -^ H hy 
Gtx = (1 - t)u + tTx a; e C and i e (0,1). 
Let Xt — GtXt, then {xt} converges strongly to u as f -> 1, where v is the fixed point 
of T closest to u. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.22, F{T) ^ 0. Then for y e F{T), we have 
\\xt - y\\ < \\u - y\\ for all t G (0,1), 
so {xt\ is bounded. By boundedness of {Txj}, we have that 
\\xt - TxtW < (1 - )^ sup \\u - Tx\\ -^ 0 as i -)> 1. 
te(o,i) 
Because H is reflexive, {xt} has weakly convergent subsequence {xt^}, such that 
Xt„ -^ z as tre -)• 1. Write Xn = Xt„, because (/ - T) is demiclosed at zero, so 
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z e F{T). F{T) is nonempty closed convex set in C, then there exists a unique 
fixed point v G F{T) that is closest to u i.e., v G F{T) is the nearest point projection 
of u. Now, for y e F{T), we have 
\\xt-u + t{u-y)f = e\\Txt-yf 
<e\\xt-yf = e\\xt~u^-u-yf 
and hence 
\\xt - uf + e\\u - yf + 2t{xt -y,u~y) = \\xt -u + t(u- y)\\' 
< tW\xt - uf + \\u - yf + 2{xt -u,u- y)). 
It follows that 
2t 
\\xt-yf < Y—.{xt-u,y-u) <{xt-u,y-u)< \\xt - u\\.\\y - u\\. 
Hence \\xt ~ u\\ < \\y — u\\. By w-lsc of the norm of H, 
\\z - u\\ < liminf \\xn - y\\ for ah y e F{T). 
n—^oo 
But V is the nearest point projection of u. Therefore, z = v is the unique element in 
F[T) that is the nearest point projection of u. This shows that x„ —^  t> as n —)• oo. 
It remains to show that the convergence is strong. Because 
\\Xn — W|P = \Xn — f + U — uf = \\Xn — vf + \\u — vf + 2(Xn — V,V — u), 
this imphes that 
\\Xn - vf = \\Xn - W|P - ||M " vf - 2{Xn - V,V - u) 
< —2(xn — y, w - M) -> 0 as 72 —>• oo. 
Therefore, {xt} converges strongly to v. 
In 1995, Xu and Yin [91] proved the result of Singh and Watson [79] for un-
bounded domain. 
Theorem 4.3.2. ([91]) Let if be a real Hilbert space, C be a nonempty closed 
convex subset of H, undT : C -^ H a nonexpansive nonself mapping. Suppose for 
some « e C and each t G (0,1), the contraction Gt defined by 
Gtx = (1 - t)u + tTx for all x G C. 
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has a fixed point xt E C. Thus 7" has a fixed point if and only if {xt} remains 
unbounded as t -)• 1 and in this case {xt} converges strongly at i ^ 1 to a fixed 
point. 
The following results are corollary of above theorem. The first corollary im-
proves upon the theorem of Singh and Watson [79]. 
Corollary 4.3.3. In the notations of Theorem 4.3.2, suppose that C is bounded 
and also satisfies weak inwardness condition. Then for each u e C, the sequence 
{xt} defined by 
Xt = (1 - t)u 4- tTxt, t e (0,1), 
convergence strongly as (t -)> 1) to a fixed point of T. 
Corollary 4.3.4. In the notations of Theorem 4.3.2, suppose that C is bounded 
with nonempty interior and also satisfies Leray-Schauder condition i.e., there exists 
a tt e intC such that 
Tx — Uy^ a{x — u) for all x 6 dC and a > 1, 
converges strongly as (t —)• 1) to a fixed point of T. 
Next, we state the following results for nonself nonexpansive mapping which satisfies 
the weak inwardness condition. 
Theorem 4.3.5. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of Hilbert space H 
and T : C -^ H he a nonexpansive nonself mapping from C into H satisfying the 
weak inwardness condition. Let {xt} be the sequence defined by 
Xt = tPT{xt) + (1 - t)u, 
where P is the nearest point projection from H onto C. Then T has a fixed point 
if and only if {xt} remains unbounded when t goes to 1 and in this case, sequence 
{xt} converges strongly as t -> 1 to a fixed point of T. 
Theorem 4.3.6. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of H and T : C ^ H 
a nonexpansive nonself mapping from C into H satisfying the weak inwardness 
condition, and {yt} be the sequence defined by 
yt = P{tTyt + {l-t)u). 
Then T has a fixed point if and only if {yt} remains bounded as t approaches to 1 
and in this case, sequence {yt} converges strongly to a fixed point of T. 
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In 1996, Kim and Takahashi [48] extended the result for nonexpansive nonself 
mapping in a Banach space which generahze the result of Xu and Yin [91]. 
Theorem 4.3.7. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a smooth and 
reflexive Banach space X with a weakly sequentially continuous duality mapping 
J : X ^ X*. Let T : C —)- X be a nonexpansive nonself mapping. Suppose that for 
some u £ C and each t G (0,1), the contraction Tt defined by 
Ttx = tTx + (1 — f)u for all a; 6 C, 
has a unique fixed point Xt € C. Then T has a fixed point if and only if {xt} remains 
bounded as i -> 1. In this case, sequence {xt} converges strongly as (^  —> 1) to a 
fixed point of T. 
Theorem 4.3.8. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of smooth and reflexive 
Banach space X with a weakly continuous duality mapping J : X —)• X*. Let 
T : C -> X be a nonexpansive nonself mapping satisfying the weak inwardness 
condition. Suppose that C is a sunny nonexpansive retract of X and for some 
u £ C and each t G (0,1), Xj G C is a fixed point of the contraction St defined by 
Stx = tPTx + il-t)u for all x G C. 
Where P is sunny nonexpansive retraction of X onto C. Then T has a fixed point if 
and only if {xt} remains bounded as (t -> 1). In this case, sequence {xt} converges 
strongly as (t -> 1) to a fixed point of T. 
Theorem 4.3.9. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a smooth and 
reflexive Banach space X with a weakly sequentially continuous duality mapping 
J : X —)- X*. Let T : C —)• X be a nonexpansive nonself mapping satisfying the 
weak inwardness condition. Suppose that C is a sunny nonexpansive retract of X 
and for some u £ C and each t G (0,1), yt G C is a unique fixed point of the 
contraction UtX defined by 
Utx = P{tTx + (1 - t)u) for all xeC. 
Where P is a sunny nonexpansive retraction of X onto C. Then T has a fixed point 
if and only if {yt] remains bounded as t -^ 1. In this case, sequence [yt] converges 
strongly as (t -^ 1) a fixed point of T. 
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In 1997, Xu [88] extended the Reich's [73] strong convergence theorem to nonself 
nonexpansive mapping. The following results are also extension of previous results 
to the Banach space. 
Theorem 4.3.10. ([88]) Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly 
smooth Banach space X and T : C -> X a nonexpansive mapping with a fixed 
point. Assume T satisfies the inwardness condition. Then sequence {xt} converges 
strongly to a fixed point as {t -^ 1). 
It is not clear that whether the above result is valid if T satisfies weak inwardness 
condition. However we have the following result due to Kim [49] which is partial 
answer to the problem. 
Theorem 4.3.11. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex 
and uniformly smooth Banach space and T : C —> X be a nonexpansive mapping 
which satisfies the weak inwardness condition and has a fixed point. Then sequence 
{xt} converges strongly as [t —)• 1), a fixed point of T. 
After this result, there are lots of results but it is not possible to collect all those 
result (for more result one can see Matsushita and Takahashi [66], Chang et al. [20] 
and Chidume and Chidume [21] ), we concentrate only on some recent results. In 
2009, Zhang [95] gave the following result: 
Theorem 4.3.12.[95] Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real strictly 
convex Banach space X which has uniformly Gateaux diff'erentiable norm. Suppose 
that C is sunny nonexpansive retract of X. Let P be the Sunny nonexpansive 
retraction of X onto C and T" : C -> X be a nonexpansive nonself mapping with 
F{T) ^ 0. Let {an} C [0,1] and {/?„} C (0,1] be two sequences satisfying lim a„ 
'•n 
n—>oo 
0, ^ a„ = oo and lim /?„ = 1. For a fixed 5 G (0,1), arbitrary y,XQ G C, let the 
n = 0 
sequence {xn} be defined by 
Vn = PnX„ + (1 - /3„)[(1 - S)Xn + SPTXn], 
Xn+i = any + (1 - an)[{l - S)yn + SPTyn] Vn > 0. 
Suppose that sequence {zt} converges strongly to a fixed point z of T as t ^ 0, where 
for any 0 < t < 1, satisfies Zt ^ ty + {1 - t)PTzt. Then sequence {x„} converges 
strongly to a fixed point. 
The following result is the corollary to above result in uniformly convex Banach 
space: 
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CorollEiry 4.3.13. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real uniformly 
convex Banach space X which has uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm. Suppose 
that C is sunny nonexpansive retract of X. Let P be the Sunny nonexpansive 
retraction of X onto C and T : C —)• X be a nonexpansive nonself mapping with 
F{T) ^ 0. Let {«„} C [0,1] and {/5„} C (0,1] be two sequences satisfying hm Q!„ = 
n—¥oo 
oo 
0, X] Qfn = oo and lim /?„ = 1. For a fixed 5 G (0,1), arbitrary y,XQ G C, let the 
sequence {x„} be defined by 
'Vn = l^nXn + (1 - / ?„ ) [ ( l - 5)Xn + (^i^^X^], 
x„+i = anV + (1 - a„)[(l - (5)y„ + 5PTy„] Vn > 0. 
Then sequence {x^} converges strongly to a fixed point. 
Theorem 4.3.14.([95]) Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real uni-
formly convex Banach space X which has uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm. 
Suppose that C is sunny nonexpansive retract of X. Let P be the Sunny nonexpan-
sive retraction of X onto C and T": C —)• X be a nonexpansive nonself mapping with 
F{T) ^ 0. Let {an} C [0,1] and {/?„} C (0,1] be a sequence satisfying lim a„ = 0, 
n—>-oo 
oo 
^ a„ = oo and lim /?„ = L For a fixed 5 e (0,1), arbitrary y, XQ G C , let the 
n=0 "-^°° 
sequence {x„} be defined by 
x„+i == «„?/ + (1 - otn)[{l - S)xn + SPTxn], for all n > 0. 
Suppose that {zt} converges strongly to a fixed point z oiT ast -^ 0, where for any 
0 < i < 1, satisfies Zt = ty + {I - t)PTzt. Then {xn} converges strongly to a fixed 
point of T. 
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